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ON q-SCHUR ALGEBRAS CORRESPONDING TO HECKE ALGEBRAS OF
TYPE B
CHUN-JU LAI, DANIEL K. NAKANO, AND ZIQING XIANG
Abstract. In this paper the authors investigate the q-Schur algebras of type B that were constructed
earlier using coideal subalgebras for the quantum group of type A. The authors present a coordinate
algebra type construction that allows us to realize these q-Schur algebras as the duals of the dth graded
components of certain graded coalgebras. Under suitable conditions an isomorphism theorem is proved
that demonstrates that the representation theory reduces to the q-Schur algebra of type A. This enables
the authors to address the questions of cellularity, quasi-hereditariness and representation type of these
algebras. Later it is shown that these algebras realize the 1-faithful quasi hereditary covers of the
Hecke algebras of type B. As a further consequence, the authors demonstrate that these algebras are
Morita equivalent to Rouquier’s finite-dimensional algebras that arise from the category O for rational
Cherednik algebras for the Weyl group of type B. In particular, we have introduced a Schur-type functor
that identifies the type B Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov functor.
1. Introduction
1.1. Schur-Weyl duality has played a prominent role in the representation theory of groups and
algebras. The duality first appeared as method to connect the representation theory of the general
linear group GLn and the symmetric group Σd. This duality carries over naturally to the quantum
setting by connecting the representation theory of quantum GLn and the Hecke algebra HqpΣdq of the
symmetric group Σd.
Let Uqpglnq be the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum group. Jimbo showed in [Jim86] that there is a Schur
duality between Uqpglnq and HqpΣdq on the d-fold tensor space of the natural representation V of
Uqpglnq. The q-Schur algebra of type A, S
A
q pn, dq, is the centralizer algebra of the HqpΣdq-action on
V bd.
It is well-known that the representation theory for Uqpglnq is closely related to the representation
theory for the quantum linear group GLn. The polynomial representations GLn coincide with modules
of SAq pn, dq with d ą 0. The relationship between objects are depicted as below:
KrMAq pnqs
˚ Ðâ Uqpglnq
Ó Ó
KrMAq pnqs
˚
d » S
A
q pn, dq ñ V
bd ð HqpΣdq
The algebra Uqpglnq embeds in the dual of the quantum coordinate algebra KrM
A
q s; while S
A
q pn, dq can
be realized as its d-th degree component. The reader is referred to [PW91] for a thorough treatment
of the subject.
The Schur algebra SAq pn, dq and the Hecke algebra HqpΣdq are structurally related when n ě d.
‚ There exists an idempotent e P SAq pn, dq such that eS
A
q pn, dqe » HqpΣdq;
‚ An idempotent yields the existence of Schur functor ModpSAq pn, dqq Ñ ModpHqpΣdqq;
‚ SAq pn, dq is a (1-faithful) quasi-hereditary cover of HqpΣdq
1
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1The algebra SAq pn, dq is 1-faithful under the conditions that q is not a root of unity or if q
2 is a primitive ℓth root of
unity then ℓ ě 4.
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1.2. Our paper aims to investigate the representation theory of the q-Schur algebras of type B that
arises from the coideal subalgebras for the quantum group of type A.
We construct, for type B “ C, the following objects in the sense that all favorable properties
mentioned in the previous section hold:
KrMBQ,qpnqs
˚ Ðâ UBQ,qpnq
Ó Ó
KrMBQ,qpnqs
˚
d » S
B
Q,qpn, dq ñ V
bd
B ð H
B
Q,qpdq
For our purposes it will be advantageous to work in more general setting with two parameters q
and Q, and construct the analogs KrMBQ,qpnqs of the quantum coordinate algebras. Then we prove
that the dth degree component of KrMBQ,qpnqs
˚ is isomorphic to the type B q-Schur algebras. The
coordinate approach provide tools to study the representation theory for the algebra KrMBQ,qpnqs
˚ and
for the q-Schur algebras simultaneously. The algebra UBQ,qpnq, unlike Uqpglnq, does not have an obvious
comultiplication. Therefore, its dual object, KrMBQ,qpnqs, should be constructed as a coalgebra; while
in the earlier situation KrMAq pnqs is a bialgebra. Our approach here differs from prior approaches to
the subject for type B-Hecke algebra in that we can employ the action on the tensor space to realize
the q-Schur algebra as a subcoalgebra (rather than simply defining the algebra as an endomorphism
algebra on a direct sum of permutation modules).
In the second part of the paper an isomorphism theorem between the q-Schur algebras of type B
and type A (under an invertibility condition) is established:
SBQ,qpn, dq –
$’’’&’’’%
dà
i“0
SAq pr, iq b S
A
q pr, d ´ iq if n “ 2r;
dà
i“0
SAq pr ` 1, iq b S
A
q pr, d ´ iq if n “ 2r ` 1.
(1.2.1)
One can view this as a “lifting” of the Morita equivalence (via the Schur functor)
HBQ,qpdq »
Mor
dź
i“0
HqpΣiq bHqpΣd´iq, (1.2.2)
between Hecke algebras proved by Dipper-James [DJ92]. There are many cases when the Morita
equivalence will hold, in particular when (i) q is generic, (ii) q is an odd root of unity, or (iii) q is an
(even) ℓth root of unity if ℓ ą 4d.
As a corollary of our isomorphism theorem, we obtain favorable properties for our coideal Schur al-
gebras, see Section 5–8. In particular, with the Morita equivalance we are able to show that SBQ,qpn, dq
is a cellular algebra and quasi-hereditary. Moreover, in Section 7, we are able give a complete clas-
sification of the representation type of SBQ,qpn, dq. In the following section (Section 8), we are able
to demonstrate that under suitable conditions, the Schur algebra SBQ,qpn, dq gives a concrete realiza-
tion of quasi-hereditary one-cover for HBQ,qpdq. The problem of concretely realizing these one-covers
is in general an open problem for arbitrary Hecke algebras. Our results also exhibit how the repre-
sentation theory of SBQ,qpn, dq is related to Rouquier’s Schur-type algebras that arise from the cat-
egory O for rational Cherednik algebras. In particular, we have introduced a Schur-type functor
F 5n,d : ModpS
B
Q,qpn, dqq Ñ ModpH
B
Q,qpdqq which is roughly defined by hitting an idempotent, and then
identifies F 5n,d with the type B Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov functor, which is defined via monodromy.
1.3. In the one-parameter case (i.e., q “ Q), the algebra UBq pnq is the coideal subalgebra U
ı or U of
Uqpglnq in [BW13] as a part of a double centralizer property (see also [ES18] for a skew Howe duality
viewpoint). The corresponding Schur algebras therein are denoted by Sı or S to emphasize the fact
that they arise from certain quantum symmetric pairs of type A III/IV associated with involutions ı
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or  on a Dynkin diagram of type An. Namely, we have the identification below:
UBq pnq ”
#
U

r if n “ 2r ` 1;
Uır if n “ 2r,
SBq pn, dq ”
#
Spr, dq if n “ 2r ` 1;
Sıpr, dq if n “ 2r.
Note that the algebras S and its Schur duality are introduced first by Green in [Gr97]. In [BKLW18]
it is also developed a canonical basis theory for both Schur and coideal algebras. For two parameters,
a Schur duality for UBQ,qpnq is established in [BWW18]; while the canonical basis theory can be found
in [LL18].
To our knowledge, there is no general theory for finite-dimensional representations for the coideal
subalgebras (see [W17] for a classification for type AIII; also see [Le17] for establishing their Cartan
subalgebras for arbitrary type), and in some way our paper aims to establish results about “polyno-
mial” representations for UBq pnq.
There are other generalizations of the q-Schur duality for type B in literature. A comparison of the
algebras regarding the aforementioned favorable properties will be given in Section 9. Since all these
algebras are the centralizing partners of certain Hecke algebra actions, they are different from the ones
appearing in the Schur duality (see [H11]) for type B/C quantum groups, and are different from the
coordinate algebras studied by Doty [Do98].
Acknowledgements. We thank Huanchen Bao, Valentin Buciumas, Hankyung Ko, Andrew Mathas,
Stefan Kolb, Leonard Scott, Weiqiang Wang and Jieru Zhu for useful discussions. The first author
thanks the Academia Sinica for the support and hospitality during the completion of this project.
2. Quantum coordinate (co)algebras
2.1. Quantum matrix spaces. Let K be a field containing elements q,Q. Denote the (quantum)
commutators by
rA,Bsx “ AB ´ xBA px P Kq, rA,Bs “ rA,Bs1. (2.1.1)
We define the (type A) quantum matrix spaces following [PW91, §3.5] but with a shift on the index
set as below:
Ipnq “
#
r´r, rs X Z if n “ 2r ` 1;
r´r, rs X Z´ t0u if n “ 2r.
(2.1.2)
Let MAq “ M
A
q pnq be the quantum analog of the space of n ˆ n matrices indexed by Ipnq, and let
KrMAq s “ Krxij ; i, j P Ipnqs{J
A
q pnq be the associative K-algebra where J
A
q pnq is the two-sided ideal
of Krxijs generated by
rxki, xkjsq´1 , i ą j (2.1.3)
rxki, xlisq´1 , k ą l (2.1.4)
rxki, xljs, k ą l, i ă j (2.1.5)
rxki, xljs ´ pq
´1 ´ qqxlixkj. k ą l, i ą j (2.1.6)
The comultiplication on KrMAq s is given by
∆ : KrMAq s Ñ KrM
A
q s bKrM
A
q s, xij ÞÑ
ÿ
kPIpnq
xik b xkj. (2.1.7)
Let V “ V pnq be the n-dimensional vector space over K with basis tvi | i P Ipnqu. As a comodule V
has a structure map
τA : V Ñ V bKrM
A
q s, vi ÞÑ
ÿ
j
vj b xji. (2.1.8)
For µ “ pµ1, . . . , µdq P Ipnq
d, set
vµ “ vµ1 b . . .b vµd P V
bd. (2.1.9)
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It is easy to see that the set tvµ | µ P Ipnq
du forms a K-basis of the tensor space V bd. The structure
map τA induces a structure map
τbdA : V
bd Ñ V bd bKrMAq s, vµ ÞÑ
ÿ
νPIpnqd
vν b xν1µ1 . . . xνdµd . (2.1.10)
In other words, the tensor space V bd admits a KrMAq s
˚-action defined by
KrMAq s
˚ ˆ V bd Ñ V bd, pf, vµq ÞÑ
ÿ
νPIpnqd
fpxν1µ1 . . . xνdµdqvν . (2.1.11)
2.2. Hecke algebras of type B. Let HB “ HBQ,qpdq be the two-parameter Hecke algebra of type B
over K generated by T0, T1, . . . , Td´1 subject to the following relations:
TiTi`1Ti “ Ti`1TiTi`1, 1 ď i ď d´ 2, (2.2.1)
pT0T1q
2 “ pT1T0q
2, TiTj “ TjTi, |i´ j| ą 1, (2.2.2)
T 20 “ pQ
´1 ´QqT0 ` 1, T
2
i “ pq
´1 ´ qqTi ` 1, 1 ď i ď d´ 1. (2.2.3)
That is, the corresponding Coxeter diagram is given as:
0 1
. . .
d´ 1
“““
Let WBpdq be the Weyl group of type B generated by S “ ts0, . . . , sd´1u. It is known that H
B
Q,qpdq
has a K-basis tTw | w P W
Bpdqu, where Tw “ Ti1 . . . TiN for any reduced expression w “ si1 . . . siN .
The subalgebra of HBQ,qpdq generated by T1, T2, . . . , Td´1 is isomorphic to the Hecke algebra H
A
q pΣdq
of the symmetric group Σd. Let H
B
q pdq be the specialization of H
B
Q,qpdq at Q “ q.
2.3. Type B Schur duality. It is well-known that V bd admits an HBQ,qpdq-action (and hence an
HAq pΣdq-action) defined as follows. For µ “ pµiqi P Ipnq
d, 0 ď t ď d´ 1, let
µ ¨ st “
#
pµ1, . . . , µt´1, µt`1, µt, µt`2, . . . , µdq if t ‰ 0;
p´µ1, µ2, . . . , µdq if t “ 0.
(2.3.1)
For 1 ď t ď d´ 1, the right HBQ,qpdq-action on V
bd is defined:
vµTt “
$’&’%
vµ¨st if µt ă µt`1;
q´1vµ¨st if µt “ µt`1;
vµ¨st ` pq
´1 ´ qqvµ if µt ą µt`1,
vµT0 “
$’&’%
vµ¨s0 if 0 ă µ1;
Q´1vµ¨s0 if 0 “ µ1;
vµ¨s0 ` pQ
´1 ´Qqvµ if 0 ą µ1.
(2.3.2)
The q-Schur algebras of type A (and B, resp.) are denoted by
SA “ SAq pn, dq “ EndHAq pdqpV
bdq, SB “ SBQ,qpn, dq “ EndHB
Q,q
pdqpV
bdq. (2.3.3)
We denote by SBq pn, dq the specialization of S
B
Q,qpn, dq at Q “ q. It is known that S
B
q pn, dq admits a
geometric realization (cf. [BKLW18]) as well as a Schur duality, which is compatible with the type A
duality as follows:
KrMAq pnqs
˚
։ KrMAq pnqs
˚
d » S
A
q pn, dq ñ ð H
Apdq
Y V bd X
SBq pn, dq ñ ð H
B
q pdq
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2.4. A coordinate coalgebra approach. In this section, we aim to construct a coideal JBQ,qpn, dq of
the coordinate bialgebra KrMAq pnqsd such that S
B
Q,qpn, dq can be realized as the dual of the coordinate
coalgebra
KrMBQ,qpnqsd “ KrM
A
q pnqsd{J
B
Q,qpn, dq. (2.4.1)
Remark 2.4.1. When it comes to comparing SBQ,qpn, dq with variants of q-Schur algebras type B (see
Section 9), we call SBQ,qpn, dq a coideal q-Schur algebra due to this nature.
For any K-subspace J of KrMAq pnqsd, the KrM
A
q sd-comodule V
bd admits a KrMAq sd{J-comodule
structure with structure map
τbdJ : V
bd Ñ V bd bKrMAq sd{J, vµ ÞÑ
ÿ
ν“pν1,...,νdqPIpnqd
vν b pxν1µ1 . . . xνdµd ` Jq. (2.4.2)
We define a K-space JBQ,qpn, dq to be the intersection of all K-subspaces J satisfying that
pτbdJ pvµqqT0 “ τ
bd
J pvµT0q, for all µ P Ipnq
d. (2.4.3)
With JBQ,qpn, dq, the linear space KrM
B
Q,qpnqsd is well-defined as in (2.4.1). We see from Proposi-
tion 2.4.2 that KrMBQ,qpnqsd admits a coalgebra structure.
Proposition 2.4.2. The K-space KrMBQ,qpnqs
˚
d admits a K-algebra structure, and is isomorphic to
the type B q-Schur algebra SBQ,qpn, dq.
Proof. Let Ψ be the K-algebra isomorphism SAq pn, dq Ñ KrM
A
q s
˚, and hence
ΨpSBQ,qpn, dqq “ tφ P KrM
A
q pn, dqs
˚ | pφvµqT0 “ φpvµT0q for all µ P Ipnq
du (2.4.4)
is a K-subalgebra of KrMAq pn, dqs
˚. By the definition of JBQ,qpn, dq, as linear spaces
KrMBQ,qpnqs
˚
d “ tφ P KrM
A
q pn, dqs
˚ | φprq “ 0 for all r P JBQ,qpn, dqu “ ΨpS
B
Q,qpn, dqq. (2.4.5)
Hence, KrMBQ,qpnqs
˚
d is isomorphic to S
B
Q,qpn, dq as K-subalgebras of KrM
B
Q,qpnqs
˚
d . As a consequence,
the space JBQ,qpn, dq is a coideal of KrM
B
Q,qpnqs
˚
d . 
Let JBQ,qpnq be the union of the coideals J
B
Q,qpn, dq for all d P N, and let
KrMBQ,qpnqs “ KrM
A
q pnqs{J
B
Q,qpnq. (2.4.6)
Corollary 2.4.3. The space KrMBQ,qpnqs of KrM
A
q pnqs is a quotient coalgebra.
Proof. It follows from that JBQ,qpnq is a coideal of KrM
A
q pnqs since its degree d component J
B
Q,qpn, dq
is a coideal of KrMAq pnqsd. 
Below we give a concrete realization of JBQ,qpnq as a right ideal. It is very important to observe that
in general JBQ,qpnq is a right ideal and not a two-sided ideal, so KrM
B
Q,qpnqs is a coalgebra but not an
algebra.
Proposition 2.4.4. JBQ,qpnq is the right ideal of KrM
A
q pnqs generated by the following elements, for
i, j P Ipnq.
xi,j ´ x´i,´j, i ă 0 ă j (2.4.7)
xi,j ´ x´i,´j ´ pQ
´1 ´Qqx´i,j, i, j ă 0 (2.4.8)
x0,j ´Q
´1x0,´j, j ă 0 (2.4.9)
xi,0 ´Q
´1x´i,0. i ă 0 (2.4.10)
We remark that Ip2rq does not contain 0 and hence JBQ,qp2r, dq is generated only by the elements of
the form (2.4.7) – (2.4.8).
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Proof. For a fixed d P N, let J be an arbitrary K-subspace of KrMAq pnqsd. For simplicity we write
xµν “ xµν ` J . For i, j P Ipnq we write
δiăj “
#
1 if i ă j;
0 otherwise,
δiąj “
#
1 if i ą j;
0 otherwise.
We first consider the case d “ 1. For i P Ipnq,
pτb1J pviqqT0 “
ÿ
jPIpnq
vjT0 b xji
“
ÿ
jPIpnq
δ0jQ
´1v´j b xji ` δ0ăjv´j b xji ` δ0ąjpv´j ` pQ
´1 ´Qqvjq b xji
“
ÿ
jPIpnq
pδ0jQ
´1vj ` δ0ă´jvj ` δ0ą´jvjq b x´j,i ` δ0ąjpQ
´1 ´Qqvjq b xji
“
ÿ
jPIpnq
vj b
`
δ0jQ
´1x´j,i ` δ0ąjpx´j,i ` pQ
´1 ´Qqxjiq ` δ0ăjx´j,i
˘
.
(2.4.11)
On the other hand,
τb1J pviT0q “ τ
b1
J pδ0iQ
´1v´i ` δ0ăiv´i ` δ0ąipv´i ` pQ
´1 ´Qqviqq
“
ÿ
jPIpnq
vj b
`
δ0iQ
´1xj,´i ` δ0ăixj,´i ` δ0ąixj,´i ` pQ
´1 ´Qqxji
˘
. (2.4.12)
We then see that (2.4.3) holds if and only if J contains all the elements (2.4.7)–(2.4.10). Now,
JBQ,qpn, 1q is the linear space spanned by elements (2.4.7)–(2.4.10) since it is the intersection of all the
J ’s satisfying (2.4.3).
For general d, since T0 only acts on the first factor of V
bd, the linear subspace JBQ,qpn, dq of
KrMAq pnqsd is J
B
Q,qpn, 1q bKrM
A
q pnqsd´1. 
Let τB “ τ
bd
JB
Q,q
pn,dq
. We say that a right KrMBQ,qpnqs-comodule V is homogeneous of degree d if all
entries of its defining matrix lie in KrMBQ,qpnqsd, i.e., for a fixed basis tviu of V , τBpviq “
ř
j vj b aij
for some aij P KrM
B
Q,qpnqsd.
Corollary 2.4.5. For d ě 0, the category of homogeneous right KrMBQ,qpnqs-comodules of degree d is
equivalent to the category of left SBQ,qpn, dq-modules.
2.5. A combinatorial realization of SBQ,qpn, dq. It is well-known that the algebra S
B
q pn, dq with
equal parameters admits a geometric realization via isotropic partial flags (cf. [BKLW18]). This
flag realization of SBq pn, dq admits a combinatorial/Hecke algebraic counterpart that generalizes to a
two-parameter upgrade (cf. [LL18]), i.e.,
SBQ,qpn, dq “
à
λ,µPΛBpn,dq
Hom
HB
Q,q
pxµH
B
Q,q, xλH
B
Q,qq, (2.5.1)
where
ΛBpn, dq “
# 
λ “ pλiqiPIpnq P N
n
ˇˇ
λ0 P 1` 2Z, λ´i “ ´λi,
ř
i λi “ 2d` 1
(
if n “ 2r ` 1; 
λ “ pλiqiPIpnq P N
n
ˇˇ
λ´i “ ´λi,
ř
i λi “ 2d
(
if n “ 2r.
(2.5.2)
Note that in [LL18], the set ΛBp2r, dq is identified as a subset of ΛBp2r` 1, dq through the embedding
pλiqiPIpnq ÞÑ pλ´r, . . . , λ´1, 1, λ1, . . . λrq.
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For any λ P ΛBpn, dq, let Wλ be the parabolic subgroup of W
B generated by the set#
S ´ tsλ1 , sλ1`λ2 , . . . , sλ1`...`λr´1u if n “ 2r;
S ´ ts
t
λ0
2
u
, s
t
λ0
2
u`λ1
, . . . , s
t
λ0
2
u`λ1`...`λr´1
u if n “ 2r ` 1.
(2.5.3)
For any finite subset X ĂW , λ, µ P ΛBpn, dq and a Weyl group element g, set
TX “
ÿ
wPX
Tw, T
g
λµ “ TpWλqgpWµq, xλ “ T
1
λλ “ TWλ . (2.5.4)
The right HBQ,q-linear map below is well-defined:
φ
g
λµ : xµH
B
Q,q Ñ xλH
B
Q,q, xµ ÞÑ T
g
λµ. (2.5.5)
The maps φgλµ with λ, µ P Λ
Bpn, dq, g a minimal length double coset representative for WλzW
B{Wµ
forms a linear basis for the algebra SBQ,qpn, dq. The multiplication rule for S
B
Q,qpn, dq is given in [LL18],
and it is rather involved in general. Here we only need the following facts:
Lemma 2.5.1. Let λ, λ1, µ, µ1 P ΛBpn, dq, and let g, g1 be minimal length double coset representatives
for WλzW
B{Wµ. Then
(a) φgλµφ
g1
λ1µ1 “ 0 unless µ “ λ
1;
(b) φ1λµφ
g
µµ1 “ φ
g
λµ1 “ φ
g
λµφ
1
µµ1 .
2.6. Dimension of q-Schur algebras. It is well-known that SAq pn, dq have several K-bases indexed
by the set
!
paijqij P N
Ipnq2 |
ř
pi,jqPIpnq2 ai,j “ d
)
, and hence the dimension is given by
dimK S
A
q pn, dq “
ˆ
n2 ` d´ 1
d
˙
. (2.6.1)
In [LL18, Lemma 2.2.1] a dimension formula is obtained via several bases of SBQ,qpn, dq with the
following index set:$&%paijqij P NI´
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
pi,jqPI´
ai, “ d
,.- , I´ “
#
r´r,´1s ˆ Ipnq if n “ 2r;
pr´r,´1s ˆ Ipnqq Y pt0u ˆ r´r,´1sq if n “ 2r ` 1.
(2.6.2)
That is, I´ Ă Ipnq
2 correspond to the shaded region below:»————————–
a´r,´r a´r,r
. . .
a´1,´1 a´1,1
a1,´1 a11
. . .
ar,´r arr
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
»——————–
a´r,´r a´r,r
. . .
a00
. . .
ar,´r arr
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
if n “ 2r if n “ 2r ` 1
Consequently,
dimK S
B
Q,qpn, dq “
ˆ
|I´| ` d´ 1
d
˙
“
#`
2r2`d´1
d
˘
if n “ 2r;`
2r2`2r`d
d
˘
if n “ 2r ` 1.
(2.6.3)
In the following we provide a concrete description for the 2-dimensional algebra SBQ,qp2, 1q.
Proposition 2.6.1. The algebra SBQ,qp2, 1q is isomorphic to the type A Hecke algebra HQ´1pΣ2q.
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Proof. The index set here is Ip2q “ t´1, 1u. The coalgebra KrMBQ,qp2qs1 has aK-basis ta “ x´1,´1, b “
x´1,1 “ x1,´1u. Note that x11 “ a` pQ´Q
´1qb. The comultiplication is given by
∆paq “
ÿ
k“˘1
x´1,k b xk,´1 “ ab a` bb b,
∆pbq “ bb a` pa` pQ´Q´1qbq b b “ bb a` ab b` pQ´Q´1qbb b.
(2.6.4)
Hence, the algebra structure of SBQ,qp2, 1q “ KrM
B
Q,qpnqs
˚
1 has a basis ta
˚, b˚u such that
a˚a˚paq “ pab aq˚p∆paqq “ 1, a˚a˚pbq “ pab aq˚p∆pbqq “ 0,
a˚b˚paq “ 0 “ b˚a˚paq, a˚b˚pbq “ 1 “ b˚a˚pbq,
b˚b˚paq “ 1, b˚b˚pbq “ pQ´Q´1q,
(2.6.5)
Therefore, the multiplication structure of SBQ,qp2, 1q is given by
a˚a˚ “ a˚, a˚b˚ “ b˚ “ b˚a˚, b˚b˚ “ pQ´Q´1qb˚ ` a˚. (2.6.6)

Remark 2.6.2. We expect that the algebra SBQ,qp2, dq is isomorphic to Krts{xPdptqy for some polyno-
mial Pd P Krts, for d ě 1.
3. The Isomorphism Theorem
The entire section is dedicated to the proof of an isomorphism theorem (Theorem 3.1.1) between
the Schur algebras of type B and type A that is inspired by a Morita equivalence theorem due to
Dipper and James [DJ92].
3.1. The statement. We define a polynomial fBd P KrQ, qs by
fBd pQ, qq “
d´1ź
i“1´d
pQ´2 ` q2iq. (3.1.1)
We remark that at the specialization Q “ q, the polynomial fBd pQ, qq is invertible if (i) q is generic,
(ii) q2 is an odd root of unity, or (iii) q2 is a primitive (even) ℓth root of unity for ℓ ą d.
Theorem 3.1.1. If fBd pQ, qq is invertible in the field K, then we have an isomorphism of K-algebras:
Φ : SBQ,qpn, dq Ñ
dà
i“0
SAq prn{2s, iq b S
A
q ptn{2u, d ´ iq. (3.1.2)
Example 3.1.2. For n “ 2, d “ 1, Theorem 3.1.1 gives the following isomorphism
SBQ,qp2, 1q – pS
A
q p1, 0q b S
A
q p1, 1qq ‘ pS
A
q p1, 1q b S
A
q p1, 0qq – K1x ‘K1y,
where 1x, 1y are identities. We recall basis ta
˚, b˚u of SBQ,qp2, 1q from Proposition 2.6.1. The following
assignments yield the desired isomorphism:
a˚ ÞÑ 1x ` 1y, b
˚ ÞÑ ´Q´11x `Q1y. (3.1.3)
We note that it remains an isomorphism if we replace ´Q´11x `Q1y in (3.1.3) by Q1x ´Q
´11y.
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3.2. Morita equivalence of Hecke algebras. Following [DJ92], we define elements u˘i P H
B
Q,qpdq,
for 0 ď i ď d, by
u`i “
i´1ź
ℓ“0
pTℓ . . . T1T0T1 . . . Tℓ `Qq, u
´
i “
i´1ź
ℓ“0
pTℓ . . . T1T0T1 . . . Tℓ ´Q
´1q. (3.2.1)
It is understood that u`0 “ 1 “ u
´
0 . For a, b P N such that a` b “ d, we define an element va,b by
va,b “ u
´
b Twa,bu
`
a P H
B
Q,qpdq, (3.2.2)
where wa,b P Σa`b, in two-line notation, is given by
wa,b “
ˆ
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a a` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a` b
b` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ b` a 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ b
˙
.
Finally, when fBd pQ, qq is invertible, Dipper and James constructed an idempotent
ea,b “ z˜
´1
b,aTwb,ava,b, (3.2.3)
for a` b “ d, where z˜b,a is some invertible element in HqpΣaˆΣbq(see [DJ92, Definition 3.24]). Below
we recall some crucial lemmas used in [DJ92].
Lemma 3.2.1. Let a, b P N be such that a` b “ d. Then:
(a) The elements u˘d lie in the center of H
B
Q,qpdq,
(b) For a` b ą d, u´b H
B
Q,qpdqu
`
a “ 0.
(c) For a` b “ d, ea,bH
B
Q,qpdqea,b “ ea,bHqpΣa ˆ Σbq and ea,b commutes with HqpΣa ˆ Σbq,
(d) For a` d “ d, ea,bH
B
Q,qpdq “ va,bH
B
Q,qpdq,
(e) There is a Morita equivalence
HBQ,qpdq »
Mor
dà
i“0
ei,d´iH
B
Q,qpdqei,d´i.
3.3. The actions of u`d and u
´
d . Consider the following decompositions of V into K-subspaces:
V “ Vě0 ‘ Vă0 “ Vą0 ‘ Vď0,
where
Vą0 “
à
1ďiďr
Kvi, Vě0 “
$&%
À
0ďiďr
Kvi, if n “ 2r ` 1
Vą0 if n “ 2r,
(3.3.1)
Vă0 “
à
´rďiď´1
Kvi, Vď0 “
$&%
À
´rďiď0
Kvi, if n “ 2r ` 1
Vă0 if n “ 2r.
(3.3.2)
Hence, one has the following canonical isomorphisms:
SAq prn{2s, dq » EndHAq pΣdqpV
bd
ě0 q, S
A
q ptn{2u, dq » EndHAq pΣdqpV
bd
ă0 q. (3.3.3)
In the following, we introduce two new bases tw`I u and tw
´
I u for the tensor space to help us
understand the u˘d -action. First define some intermediate elements, for 0 ď i ď r, j P N:
w`
ipjq “
#
q´jv´i `Qvi, i ‰ 0,
pq´2jQ´1 `Qqvi, i “ 0,
and w´
ipjq “
#
q´jv´i ´Q
´1vi, i ‰ 0,
0, i “ 0.
(3.3.4)
For a nondecreasing tuple I “ pi1, . . . , idq P pr0, rs X Zq
d, we further define elements w`I and w
´
I by
w`piq “ w
`
ip0q, w
´
piq “ w
´
ip0q, (3.3.5)
and then inductively (on d) as below:
w`I “ w
`
pi1,...,id´1q
b w`
idpjq
, w´I “ w
´
pi1,...,id´1q
b w´
idpjq
, where j “ maxtk : id´k “ idu (3.3.6)
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For arbitrary J P pr0, rs XZqd, there is a shortest element g P Σd such that g
´1J is nondecreasing and
set
w`J “ w
`
g´1J
Tg, w
´
J “ w
´
g´1J
Tg (3.3.7)
Lemma 3.3.1. (a) For I P pr0, rs X Zqd, vIu
`
d “ w
`
I .
(b) For I P pr1, rs X Zqd, vIu
´
d “ w
´
I .
Proof. For non-decreasing I, the result follows from a direct computation. For general I, there exists
a shortest element g P Σd such that Ig
´1 is non-decreasing. Then, by Lemma 3.2.1(a),
vIu
˘
d “ vIg´1Tgu
˘
d “ vIg´1u
˘
d Tg “ w
˘
Ig´1
Tg “ w
˘
I . 
Example 3.3.2. Let d “ 7 and let I “ p0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 3q. We have
w`I “ w
`
0p0q b w
`
1p0q b w
`
1p1q b w
`
2p0q b w
`
3p0q bw
`
3p1q b w
`
3p2q.
For J :“ p0, 2, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3q “ Is3s2,
w`J “ w
`
I T3T2.
Example 3.3.3. In the following we verify Lemma 3.3.1 for small d’s. Let d “ 2, I “ p1, 1q and hence
wI “ w
`
1p0q
b w`
1p1q
. Since u`2 “ pT1T0T1 `QqpT0 `Qq, we can check that indeed
vIu
`
2 “ pv1 b v1qpT1T0T1 `QqpT0 `Qq “ pv1 b w
`
1p1qqpT0 `Qq “ w
`
I .
Now we define K-vector spaces
W dě0 “ V
bdu`d , W
d
ă0 “ V
bdu´d . (3.3.8)
By Lemma 3.2.1(a), u`d and u
´
d are in the center of H
B
Q,qpdq, hence W
d
ě0 and W
d
ă0 are naturally
HBQ,qpdq-module via right multiplication. Moreover, wT0 “ Q
´1w for all w P W dě0 and wT0 “ ´Qw
for all w PW dă0.
Lemma 3.3.4. We have W dě0 “ V
bd
ě0 u
`
d and W
d
ă0 “ V
bd
ą0 u
´
d .
Proof. We only give a proof for the first claim, and a proof for the second claim can be obtained
similarly. A direct computation shows that
T0u
`
d “ Q
´1u`d . (3.3.9)
For 1 ď i ď d,
pV
bpi´1q
ě0 b Vă0 b V
bpd´iqqu`d
“ pVą0 b V
bpi´1q
ě0 b V
bpd´iqqT0T1T2 . . . Ti´1u
`
d
“ pVą0 b V
bpi´1q
ě0 b V
bpd´iqqQ´1T1T2 . . . Ti´1u
`
d Lemma 3.2.1(a) and(3.3.9)
Ď V biě0 b V
bpd´iqu`d . V
bi
ě0 is a HqpΣiq-module
Next, an induction proves that for 0 ď i ď d,
V bi b V bpd´iq “ V biě0 b V
bpd´iq, (3.3.10)
from which the result follows. 
Lemma 3.3.5. Let pd : V
bd Ñ V bdď0 be the projection map. For I P pr0, rsXZq
d and J P pr1, rsXZqd,
pdpw
`
I q “ cIv´I and pdpw
´
J q “ cJv´J for some invertible elements cI , cJ P K
ˆ.
Proof. When I, J are non-decreasing, and when d “ 2, the result follows from a direct computation.
For general I (or J), there exists a shortest element g P Σd such that Ig
´1 (or Jg´1) is non-decreasing.
The result follows from an induction on the length of g. 
Lemma 3.3.6. (a) The map vI ÞÑ w
`
I gives an isomorphism of HqpΣdq-modules V
bd
ě0 ÑW
d
ě0.
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(b) The map vI ÞÑ w
´
I gives an isomorphism of HqpΣdq-modules V
bd
ă0 Ñ W
d
ă0.
Proof. Since u`d (resp. u
´
d ) is in the center of H
B
Q,qpdq by Lemma 3.2.1(a), the map vI ÞÑ w
`
I (resp.
vI ÞÑ w
´
I ) is clearly HqpΣdq-equivariant. Surjectivity of this map follows from Lemma 3.3.4, and
injectivity of this map follows from Lemma 3.3.5. 
3.4. The actions of va,b.
Lemma 3.4.1. For a` b “ d, V bdva,b “ pV
bb
ą0 b V
ba
ě0 qva,b.
Proof. It follows from Eq. (3.2.2) and Lemma 3.3.4 that
V bdva,b “ pV
bb b V baqu´b Twa,bu
`
a “ pV
bb
ą0 b V
baqu´b Twa,bu
`
a “ pV
bb
ą0 b V
baqva,b. (3.4.1)
For b ă i ď d,
T0T1T2 . . . Ti´1va,b
“ T´11 . . . T
´1
b pTb . . . T1T0T1 . . . TbqpTb`1 . . . Ti´1qu
´
b Twa,bu
`
a Eq. (3.2.2)
“ T´11 . . . T
´1
b pTb . . . T0 . . . Tbqu
´
b pTb`1 . . . Ti´1qTwa,bu
`
a u
´
b commutes with Tb`1, . . .
“ T´11 . . . T
´1
b pu
´
b`1 `Q
´1u´b qpTb`1 . . . Ti´1qTwa,bu
`
a Eq. (3.2.1)
“ Q´1T´11 . . . T
´1
b u
´
b pTb`1 . . . Ti´1qTwa,bu
`
a Lemma 3.2.1
“ Q´1T´11 . . . T
´1
b pTb`1 . . . Ti´1qu
´
b Twa,bu
`
a u
´
b commutes with Tb`1, . . .
“ Q´1T´11 . . . T
´1
b pTb`1 . . . Ti´1qva,b. Eq. (3.2.2)
Then, for b ă i ď d,
pV bą0 b V
bpi´b´1q
ě0 b Vă0 b V
bpd´iqqva,b
“ pVą0 b V
bb
ą0 b V
bpi´b´1q
ě0 b V
bpd´iqqT0T1T2 . . . Ti´1va,b
“ Q´1pVą0 b V
bb
ą0 b V
bpi´b´1q
ě0 b V
bpd´iqqT´11 . . . T
´1
b pTb`1 . . . Ti´1qva,b
Ď pV bbą0 b Vą0 b V
bpi´b´1q
ě0 b V
bpd´iqqpTb`1 . . . Ti´1qva,b
Ď pV bbą0 b V
bpi´bq
ě0 b V
bpd´iqqva,b,
(3.4.2)
where the last two inclusions follow from that V
bpb`1q
ą0 is aHqpΣb`1q-module, and V
bpi´bq
ě0 is aHqpΣi´bq-
module, respectively. An induction shows that for b ď i ď d,
V bb b V bpb´iq b V bpd´iqva,b “ V
bb
ą0 b V
bpi´bq
ě0 b V
bpd´iqva,b,
from which the result follows. 
For a` b “ d, define projections
pa,b : V
bd Ñ V baď0 b V
bb
ă0 , p
1
a,b : V
bd Ñ V ba b V bbă0 . (3.4.3)
Lemma 3.4.2. Let a` b “ d, I P pr0, rs X Zqa and J P pr´r, rs X Zqb. Then
p1a,bppvJ b vIqTwa,bq “ cI,JvI b pbpvJ q
for some invertible cI,J P K
ˆ, where pb is defined in Lemma 3.3.5. Moreover,
p1a,bppw
´
J b vIqTwa,bq “ cI,JcJvI b v´J
for some invertible cI,J , cJ P K
ˆ.
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Proof. First note that pvJ b vIqTwa,b “ cI,JpvJ b vIqwa,b `
ř
găwa,b
cgpvJ b vIqg for some invertible
cI,J P K
ˆ and some cg P K, where g ă wa,b under the Bruhat order. Hence,
p1a,bppvJ b vIqTwa,bq “ p
1
a,bpcI,JpvJ b vIqwa,b `
ÿ
găwa,b
cgpvJ b vIqgq
“ cI,Jp
1
a,bpvI b vJq `
ÿ
găwa,b
cgp
1
a,bppvJ b vIqgq
“ cI,Jp
1
a,bpvI b vJq “ cI,JvI b pbpvJq.
(3.4.4)
By Lemma 3.3.5, pbpw
´
J q “ cJv´J for some cJ P K
ˆ. Therefore, p1a,bppw
´
J b vIqTwa,bq “ cI,JvI b
pbpw
´
J q “ cI,JcJvI b v´J . 
Lemma 3.4.3. For I P pr0, rs X Zqa and J P pr1, rs X Zqb, pa,bppvJ b vIqva,bq “ cv´I b v´J for some
c P Kˆ.
Proof.
pa,bppvJ b vIqva,bq “ pa,bppvJ b vIqu
´
b Twa,bu
`
a q Eq. (3.2.2)
“ pa,bppw
´
J b vIqTwa,bu
`
a q Lemma 3.3.1
“ pa,bpp
1
a,bppw
´
J b vIqTwa,bqu
`
a q
“ pa,bpcI,JcJ pvI b v´Jqu
`
a q Lemma 3.4.2
“ pa,bpcI,JcJw
`
I b v´Jq Lemma 3.3.1
“ cI,JcJpapw
`
I q b v´J
“ cI,JcIcJv´I b v´J . Lemma 3.3.5

Lemma 3.4.4. For a ` b “ d, the map vI b vJ ÞÑ pvJ b vIqva,b gives an isomorphism of H
ApΣaq b
HApΣbq-modules V
a
ě0 b V
b
ą0 Ñ V
bdva,b.
Proof. It follows from [DJ89, Lemma 3.10] that
Tiva,b “
#
Ti`a, 1 ď i ď b;
Ti´b, b` 1 ď i ď a` b´ 1.
(3.4.5)
Hence the map is HApΣaq bH
ApΣbq-equivariant. The injectivity follows from Lemma 3.4.3, and the
surjectivity follows from Lemma 3.4.1. 
3.5. The proof. Finally, we are in a position to prove the isomorphism theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.1.
SBQ,qpn, dq “ EndHB
Q,q
pdqpV
bdq “EndÀ
0ďiďd ei,d´iH
B
Q,q
pdqei,d´i
pV bdei,d´iq Lemma 3.2.1(e)
“
à
0ďiďd
Endei,d´iHBQ,qpdqei,d´i
pV bdei,d´iq
“
à
0ďiďd
EndHAq pΣiqbHAq pΣd´iqpV
bdvi,d´iq Lemma 3.2.1(c)(d)
“
à
0ďiďd
EndHAq pΣiqbHAq pΣd´iqpV
bi
ě0 b V
bpd´iq
ą0 q Lemma 3.4.4
“
à
0ďiďd
EndHAq pΣiqpV
bi
ě0 q b EndHAq pΣd´iqpV
bd´i
ą0 q
“
à
0ďiďd
SAq prn{2s, iq b S
A
q ptn{2u, d ´ iq. Eq. (3.3.3)

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3.6. Simple modules of SBQ,qpn, dq. As an immediate consequence of the isomorphism theorem one
obtains a classification of irreducible representations for SBQ,qpn, dq.
Theorem 3.6.1. If fBd pQ, qq is invertible in the field K then there is a bijection
tIrreducible representations of SBQ,qpn, dqu Ø tpλ, µq $ pd1, d2q | d1 ` d2 “ du,
where number of parts of λ and µ is no more than n. In particular, the standard modules over SBQ,qpn, dq
are of the form ∇pλqb ∇pµq, where ∇pλq (resp. ∇pλq) are standard modules over SAq pr
n
2
s, d1q (resp.
SAq pt
n
2
u, d2q).
Remark 3.6.2. There are variants of our isomorphism theorem in the literature related to different
Schur algebras. In [GH97] it is established a Morita equivalence
SpHpWBd qq »
Mor
dà
i“0
SAq pi, iq b S
A
q pd´ i, d´ iq, (3.6.1)
where SpHpWBd qq is an endomorphism algebra on a q-permutation module involving r-compatible
compositions.
By [A99, Theorem 3.2], under a separation condition at the specialization u1 “ ´Q,u2 “ Q
´1,
the Sakamoto-Shoji algebra SBu1,u2,qpr
n
2
s, tn
2
u, dq (see 9.3) is isomorphic to the right hand side of Theo-
rem 3.1.1, and hence is isomorphic to our algebra SBQ,qpn, dq. When the separation condition fails, the
two algebras do not coincide since their dimensions do not match. For instance, in [A99, §2, Example]
it is computed that dimSBu1,u2,qp1, 1, 2q can be 3, 4, 5 and 10 while dimS
B
q p2, dq is always 3.
4. Schur Functors
4.1. Schur functors. For type A it is well-known that, provided n ě d, there is an idempotent
eA “ eApn, dq P SAq pn, dq such that e
ASAq pn, dqe
A » HqpΣdq, and a Schur functor
FAn,d : ModpS
A
q pn, dqq Ñ ModpHqpΣdqq, M ÞÑ e
AM. (4.1.1)
In the following proposition we construct the Schur functor for SBQ,qpn, dq when t
n
2
u ě d.
Proposition 4.1.1. If tn
2
u ě d then there is an idempotent eB “ eBpn, dq P SBQ,qpn, dq such that
eBSBQ,qpn, dqe
B » HBQ,qpdq as K-algebras, and e
BSBQ,qpn, dq » V
bd as pSBQ,qpn, dq,H
B
Q,qpdqq-bimodules..
Proof. Recall ΛBpn, dq from (2.5.2) and φgλµ from (2.5.5). Let e
B “ φ1ωω, where
ω “
$’’’&’’’%
tp0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1loomoon
2d
, 0 . . . , 0q P ΛBp2r, dqu if n “ 2r;
tp0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1loomoon
2d`1
, 0 . . . , 0q P ΛBp2r ` 1, dqu if n “ 2r ` 1.
(4.1.2)
Note that such ω is well-defined only when r “ tn
2
u ě d. By Lemma 2.5.1, we have
eBφ
g
λµe
B “
#
φ
g
λµ if λ “ ω “ µ;
0 otherwise.
(4.1.3)
Since Wω is the trivial group, xω “ 1 P H
B
Q,qpdq and hence φ
g
ωω is uniquely determined by 1 ÞÑ Tg.
Therefore, eBSBQ,qpn, dqe
B and HBQ,qpdq are isomorphic as algebras.
Now from Section 2.5 we see that there is a canonical identification
V bd »
à
µPΛBpn,dq
xµH
B
Q,q »
à
µPΛBpn,dq
Hom
HB
Q,q
pxωH
B
Q,q, xµH
B
Q,qq, (4.1.4)
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and hence the maps φgωµ, with µ P ΛBpn, dq, g a minimal length coset representative forWB{Wµ, forms
a linear basis for V bd. Again by Lemma 2.5.1, we have
eBφ
g
λµ “
#
φ
g
ωµ if λ “ ω;
0 otherwise.
(4.1.5)
Hence, eBSBQ,qpn, dq has a linear basis tφ
g
ωµu where µ P ΛBpn, dq, g a minimal length double coset rep-
resentative for WωzW
B{Wµ. Therefore V
bd and eBSBQ,qpn, dq are isomorphic as pS
B
Q,qpn, dq,H
B
Q,qpdqq-
bimodules. 
We define the Schur functor of type B by
FBn,d : ModpS
B
Q,qpn, dqq Ñ ModpH
B
Q,qpdqq, M ÞÑ e
BM. (4.1.6)
Define the inverse Schur functor by
GBd : ModpH
B
Q,qpdqq Ñ ModpS
B
Q,qpn, dqq, M ÞÑ HomeBSB
Q,q
pn,dqeBpe
BSBQ,qpn, dq,Mq. (4.1.7)
In below we define a Schur-like functor F 5n,d : ModpS
B
Q,qpn, dqq Ñ ModpH
B
Q,qpdqq using Theorem 3.1.1,
under the same invertibility assumption: recall Φ from (3.1.2), let
ǫ5 “ ǫ5n,d “ Φ
´1p
dà
i“0
eAprn
2
s, iq b eAptn
2
u, d´ iqq. (4.1.8)
Note that ǫ5SBQ,qpn, dqǫ
5 »
Àd
i“0HqpΣi`1q bHqpΣd´i`1q, and hence left multiplication by ǫ
5 defines a
functor ModpSBQ,qpn, dqq Ñ Modp
Àd
i“0HqpΣi`1q bHqpΣd´i`1qq. Hence, we can define
F 5n,d : ModpS
B
Q,qpn, dqq Ñ ModpH
B
Q,qpdqq, M ÞÑ F
´1
H pǫ
5Mq, (4.1.9)
where FH is the Morita equivalence for the Hecke algebras given by
FH : ModpH
B
Q,qpdqq Ñ Mod
´à
i
HqpΣi`1q bHqpΣd´i`1q
¯
. (4.1.10)
Under the invertibility condition, one can define an equivalence of categories induced from Φ as below:
FS : ModpS
B
Q,qpn, dqq Ñ Mod
´ dà
i“0
SAq pr
n
2
s, iq b SAq pt
n
2
u, d´ iq
¯
. (4.1.11)
In other words, we have the following commutativity of functors:
Proposition 4.1.2. Assume tn
2
u ě d ě i ě 0 and that fBq is invertible. The diagram below commutes:
ModpSBQ,qpn, dqq Mod
´ dÀ
i“0
SAq pr
n
2
s, iq b SAq pt
n
2
u, d´ iq
¯
ModpHBQ,qpdqq Mod
´ dÀ
i“0
HqpΣi`1q bHqpΣd´i`1q
¯
Fs
F 5
n,d
dÀ
i“0
FA
r
n
2
s,i
bFA
t
n
2
u,d´i
FH
(4.1.12)
Remark 4.1.3. We expect that Proposition 4.1.2 still holds if we replace the functor F 5n,d therein by
FBn,d.
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4.2. Existence of idempotents. We construct additional idempotents in Schur algebras of type B
that will be used later in Section 7.
Proposition 4.2.1. There exists an idempotent e P SBQ,qpn
1, dq such that eSBQ,qpn
1, dqe » SBQ,qpn, dq if
either one of the following holds:
(a) n1 ě n and n1 ” n mod 2;
(b) n1 “ 2r1 ` 1 ě n “ 2r.
Proof. We use the combinatorial realization in Section 2.5. For (a) we set
e “
ÿ
γ
φ1γγ , (4.2.1)
where γ runs over the set
ΛBpn1, dq|n “
$’’&’’%
tγ “ p0, . . . , 0, ˚, . . . , ˚loomoon
n
, 0 . . . , 0q P ΛBpn1, dqu if paq holds;
tγ “ p0, . . . , 0, ˚, . . . , ˚loomoon
r
, 1, ˚, . . . , ˚loomoon
r
, 0 . . . , 0q P ΛBpn1, dqu if pbq holds.
(4.2.2)
By Lemma 2.5.1 we have
eφ
g
λµe “
#
φ
g
λµ if λ, µ P Λ
Bpn1, dq|n;
0 otherwise.
(4.2.3)
It follows by construction that eSBQ,qpn
1, dqe and SBQ,qpn, dq are isomorphic as algebras. 
4.3. Existence of spectral sequences. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a field k and e
be an idempotent in A. Doty, Erdmann and Nakano [DEN04] established a relationship between the
cohomology theory in ModpAq versus ModpeAeq. More specifically, they construct a Grothendieck
spectral sequence which starts from extensions of A-modules and converges to extensions of eAe-
modules.
There are two important functors involved in this construction. The first functor is an exact functor
from ModpAq to ModpeAeq denoted by F (that is a special case of the classical Schur functor) defined
by Fp´q “ ep´q. The other functor is a left exact functor from ModpeAeq to ModpAq, denoted G
defined by Gp´q “ HomApAe,´q. This functor is right adjoint to F .
In [DEN04], the aforementioned construction was used in the quantum setting to relate the ex-
tensions for quantum GLn to those for Hecke algebras. For t
n
2
u ě d there exists an idempotent
e P SBQ,qpn, dq such that H
B
Q,qpdq – eS
B
Q,qpn, dqe. Therefore, we obtain a relationship between cohomol-
ogy of the type B Schur algebras with the Hecke algebra of type B.
Theorem 4.3.1. Let tn
2
u ě d with M P ModpSBQ,qpn, dqq and N P ModpH
B
Q,qpdqq. There exists a first
quadrant spectral sequence
E
i,j
2 “ Ext
i
SB
Q,q
pn,dq
pM,RjGpNqq ñ Exti`j
HB
Q,q
pdq
peM,Nq.
where RjGp´q “ Extj
HB
Q,q
pdq
pV bd, Nq.
We can also compare cohomology between SBQ,qpn, dq and S
B
Q,qpn
1, dq where n1 ě n since there exists
an idempotent e P SBQ,qpn
1, dq such that SBQ,qpn, dq – eS
B
Q,qpn
1, dqe thanks to Proposition 4.2.1.
Theorem 4.3.2. Let M P ModpSBQ,qpn
1, dqq and N P ModpSBQ,qpn, dqq. Assume that either
(a) n1 ě n and n1 ” n mod 2;
(b) n1 “ 2r1 ` 1 ě n “ 2r.
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Then there exists a first quadrant spectral sequence
E
i,j
2 “ Ext
i
SB
Q,q
pn1,dq
pM,RjGpNqq ñ Exti`j
SB
Q,q
pn,dq
peM,Nq.
where RjGp´q “ Extj
SB
Q,q
pn,dq
peSBQ,qpn
1, dq,´q.
5. Cellularity
5.1. Definition. We start from recalling the definition of a cellular algebra following [GL96]. A K-
algebra A is cellular if it is equipped with a cell datum pΛ,M,C, ˚q consisting of a poset Λ, a map
M sending each λ P Λ to a finite set Mpλq, a map C sending each pair ps, tq P Mpλq2 to an element
Cλs,t P A, and an K-linear involutory anti-automorphism ˚ satisfying the following conditions:
(C1) The map C is injective with image being an K-basis of A (called a cellular basis).
(C2) For any λ P Λ and s, t PMpλq, pCλs,tq
˚ “ Cλt,s.
(C3) There exists raps
1, sq P K for λ P Λ, s, s1 PMpλq such that for all a P A and s, t PMpλq,
aCλs,t ”
ÿ
s1PMpλq
raps
1, sqCλs1 ,t mod Aăλ.
Here Aăλ is the K-submodule of A generated by the set tC
µ
s2,t2 | µ ă λ; s
2, t2 PMpµqu.
For a cellular algebra A, we define for each λ P Λ a cell module W pλq spanned by Cλs , s PMpλq, with
multiplication given by
aCs “
ÿ
s1PMpλq
raps
1, sqC 1s. (5.1.1)
For each λ P Λ we let φλ : W pλq ˆW pλq Ñ K be a bilinear form satisfying
Cλs,sC
λ
t,t ” φλpCs, CtqC
λ
s,t mod Aăλ. (5.1.2)
It is known that the type A q-Schur algebras are always cellular, and there could be distinct cellular
structures. See [AST18] for a parallel approach on the cellularity of centralizer algebras for quantum
groups.
Example 5.1.1 (Mathas). Let Λ “ ΛApdq be the set of all partitions of d, and let Λ1 “ Λ1pdq be the
set of all compositions of d. For each composition λ P Λ1, let Σλ be the corresponding Young subgroup
of Σd. We set
xλ “
ÿ
wPΣλ
Tw P HqpΣdq.
It is known the q-Schur algebra admits the following combinatorial realization:
SAq pn, dq “ EndHqpΣdqp‘λPΛ1xλHqpΣdqq “
à
λ,µPΛ1
HomHqpΣdqpxµHqpΣdq, xλHqpΣdqq.
The finite set Mpλq is given by Mpλq “
Ů
µPΛ1 SSTDpλ, µq, where
SSTDpλ, µq “ tsemi-standard λ-tableaux of shape µu. (5.1.3)
For µ $ d, denote the set of shortest right coset representatives for Σµ in Σd by
Dµ “ tw P Σd | ℓpgwq “ ℓpwq ` ℓpgq for all g P Σµu. (5.1.4)
Let tλ be the canonical λ-tableau of shape λ, then for all λ-tableau t there is a unique element dptq P Dλ
such that tdptq “ t. The cellular basis element, for λ P Λ, s P sstdpλ, µq, t P sstdpλ, νq, is the given by
Cλs,tpxαhq “ δα,µ
ÿ
s,t
Tdpsq´1xλTdptqh, (5.1.5)
where the sum is over all pairs ps, tq such that µpsq “ s, νptq “ t.
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Example 5.1.2 (Doty-Giaquinto). The poset Λ is the same as in Example 5.1.1, and we have Λ “
ΣdΛ
`. It is known that the algebra SAq pn, dq admits a presentation with generators Ei, Fip1 ď i ď n´1q
and 1λpλ P Λq. The map ˚ is the anti-automorphism satisfying
E˚i “ Fi, F
˚
i “ Ei, 1
˚
λ “ 1λ.
For each λ P Λ we set Λ`λ “ tµ P Λ
` | µ ď λu. Note that Λ`λ is saturated and it defines a subalgebra
SqpΛ
`
λ q of S
A
q pn, dq with a basis txs | 1 ď s ď dλu for some dλ P N. Let xs P S
A
q pn, dq
´ be the preimage
of xs under the projection S
A
q pn, dq Ñ SqpΛ
`
λ q that is the identity map except for that it kills all 1µ
where µ ę λ. The finite set Mpλq is given by
Mpλq “ t1, 2, . . . , dλu. (5.1.6)
Finally, for λ P Λ, s, t PMpλq, we set
Cλs,t “ xs1λx
˚
t . (5.1.7)
5.2. Cellular structures on SBQ,qpn, dq. We show that the isomorphism theorem produces a cellular
structure for SBQ,qpn, dq using any cellular structure on the q-Schur algebras of type A. For any n, d we
fix a cell datum pΛn,d,Mn,d, Cn,d, ˚q for S
A
q pn, dq. Define
ΛB “ ΛBpn, dq “
dğ
i“0
Λ
r
n
2
s,i
ˆ Λ
t
n
2
u,d´i
, (5.2.1)
as a poset with the lexicographical order. For λ “ pλp1q, λp2qq P ΛB, we define MB by
MBpλq “
dğ
i“0
M
r
n
2
s,i
pλp1qq ˆM
t
n
2
u,d´i
pλp2qq. (5.2.2)
The map CB is given by, for s “ psp1q, sp2qq, t “ ptp1q, tp2qq PMrn
2
s,ipλ
p1qq ˆMtn
2
u,d´ipλ
p2qq ĂMBpλq,
pCBqλs,t “ pCrn
2
s,iq
λp1q
sp1q,tp1q
b pCtn
2
u,d´iq
λp2q
sp2q ,tp2q
. (5.2.3)
Finally, the map ˚ is given by
˚ : pCrn
2
s,iq
λp1q
sp1q,tp1q
b pCtn
2
u,d´iq
λp2q
sp2q,tp2q
ÞÑ pCrn
2
s,iq
λp1q
tp1q,sp1q
b pCtn
2
u,d´iq
λp2q
tp2q,sp2q
. (5.2.4)
Corollary 5.2.1. If the invertibility condition in Theorem 3.1.1 holds, then SBQ,qpn, dq is a cellular
algebra with cell datum pΛB,MB, CB, ˚q.
Proof. Condition (C1) follows from the isomorphism theorem; while Condition (C2) follows directly
from (5.2.4). Condition (C3) follows from the type A cellular structure as follows: for a1 P S
A
q pr
n
2
s, iq
and a2 P S
A
q pt
n
2
u, d´ iq,
a1pCrn
2
s,iq
λp1q
sp1q,tp1q
”
ÿ
up1qPM
r
n
2
s,i
pλp1qq
rp1qa1 pu
p1q, sp1qqpCrn
2
s,iq
λp1q
up1q ,tp1q
mod SAq pr
n
2
s, iqpă λp1qq,
a2pCtn
2
u,d´iq
λp2q
sp2q,tp2q
”
ÿ
up2qPMr,d´ipλp2qq
rp2qa2 pu
p2q, sp2qqpCtn
2
u,d´iq
λp2q
up2q,tp2q
mod SAq pt
n
2
u, d ´ iqpă λp2qq.
That is, for a “ a1 b a2 P S
A
q pr
n
2
s, iq b SAq pt
n
2
u, d´ iq Ă SBq pn, dq we have
apCBqλs,t ”
ÿ
u“pup1q,up2qq
PM
r
n
2
s,i
pλp1qqˆM
t
n
2
u,d´i
pλp2qq
rBa pu, sqpC
Bqλu,t mod S
B
q pn, dqpă λq,
where rBa pu, sq “ r
p1q
a1 pu
p1q, sp1qqr
p2q
a2 pu
p2q, sp2qq is independent of t. 
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6. Quasi-Hereditary Structure
6.1. Definition. Following [CPS88], a K-algebra A is called quasi-hereditary if there is a chain of
two-sided ideals of A:
0 Ă I1 Ă I2 Ă . . . Ă In “ A
such that each quotient Jj “ Ij{Ij´1 is a hereditary ideal of A{Ij´1. It is known [GL96] that if A is
cellular and φλ ‰ 0 (cf. (5.1.2)) for all λ P Λ then A is quasi-hereditary.
An immediate corollary of our isomorphism theorem is that SBQ,qpn, dq is quasi-hereditary under the
invertibility condition. We conjecture that this is a sufficient and necessary condition and provide
some evidence for small n.
Corollary 6.1.1. If the invertibility condition in Theorem 3.1.1 holds, then SBq pn, dq is quasi-hereditary.
Proof. Let φAν with ν P Λr,j be such a map for S
A
q pr, jq. Fix λ “ pλ
p1q, λp2qq P Λrn
2
s,i ˆ Λtn
2
u,d´i Ă Λ
B,
s “ psp1q, sp2qq, t “ ptp1q, tp2qq PMrn
2
s,ipλ
p1qq ˆMtn
2
u,d´ipλ
p2qq ĂMBpλq, we have
Cλs,sC
λ
t,t “ pCrn
2
s,i
qλ
p1q
sp1q ,sp1q
pC
r
n
2
s,i
qλ
p1q
tp1q,tp1q
b pC
t
n
2
u,d´i
qλ
p2q
sp2q,sp2q
pC
t
n
2
u,d´i
qλ
p2q
tp2q,tp2q
” φA
λp1q
pC
p1q
s , C
p1q
t qφ
A
λp2q
pC
p2q
s , C
p2q
t qC
λ
s,t mod S
B
q pn, dqpă λq.

Recall that in Proposition 2.6.1 we see that SBQ,qp2, 1q » H
A
Q´1
pΣ2q. In the following we show that
the known cellular structure (due to Geck/Dipper-James) fails when fB “ Q´2 ` 1 is not invertible.
Example 6.1.2. Let SBQ,qp2, 1q » H
A
Q´1
pΣ2q “ Krts{xt
2 ´ pQ´1 ´Qqt` 1y. We have
Λ “
!
λ “  µ “
)
, Mpλq “ tt “ 1 2 u,Mpµq “
!
s “ 1
2
)
.
The cellular basis elements are
Cλtt “
ÿ
wPΣ2
Q´ℓpwqTw “ 1`Q
´1t, Cµss “
ÿ
wPΣ1ˆΣ1
Q´ℓpwqTw “ 1.
Firstly, we have CµssC
µ
ss “ 1 “ C
µ
ss and hence φµ is determined by φµpCs, Csq “ 1, which is nonzero.
For λ we have
CλttC
λ
tt “ 1´Q
´2 ` pQ´2 ` 1qQ´1t ” pQ´2 ` 1qCλtt mod Aăλ.
That is, φλ is determined by φµpCt, Ctq “ pQ
´2 ` 1q, which can be zero when fB “ Q´2 ` 1 “ 0.
Therefore, SBQ,qp2, 1q is not quasi-hereditary in an explicit way.
One can also see that SBQ,qp2, 1q is not quasi-hereditary because if it were then it would have finite
global dimension. However, HA
Q´1
pΣ2q is a Frobenius algebra with infinite global dimension.
Conjecture 6.1.3. The algebra SBQ,qpn, dq is quasi-hereditary if and only if f
B
d pQ, qq is invertible.
7. Representation Type
7.1. Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over a field K. A fundamental question one can ask
about A is to describe its representation type. The algebra A is semisimple if and only if every
finite-dimensional module (i.e., M P modpAq) is a direct sum of simple modules. This means that
indecomposable modules for A are simple. If A admits finitely many finite-dimensional indecomposable
modules, A is said to be of finite representation type. If A does not have finite representation type A
is of infinite representation type.
A deep theorem of Drozd states that finite dimensional algebras of infinite representation type can
be split into two mutually exclusive categories: tame or wild. An algebra A has tame representation
type if for each dimension there exists finitely many one-parameter families of indecomposable objects
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in modpAq. The indecomposable modules for algebras of tame representation type are classifiable. On
the other hand, the algebras of wild representation type are those whose representation theory is as
difficult to study as the representation theory of the free associative algebra kxx, yy on two variables.
Classifying the finite-dimensional kxx, yy-modules is very much an open question.
7.2. Summary: Type A Results. The following results from [EN01, Theorem 1.3(A)-(C)] summa-
rize the representation type for the q¯-Schur algebra for type A over K. Assume that p “ charpKq,
q¯ P Kˆ has multiplicative order l and q¯ ‰ 1.
Theorem 7.2.1. The algebra SAq¯ pn, rq is semisimple if and only if one of the following holds:
(i) n “ 1;
(i) q¯ is not a root of unity;
(ii) q¯ is a primitive lth root of unity and r ă l;
(iii) n “ 2, p “ 0, l “ 2 and r is odd;
(iv) n “ 2, p ě 3, l “ 2 and r is odd with r ă 2p` 1.
Theorem 7.2.2. The algebra SAq¯ pn, rq has finite representation type but is not semi-simple if and only
if q¯ is a primitive lth root of unity with l ď r, and one of the following holds:
(i) n ě 3 and r ă 2l;
(ii) n “ 2, p ‰ 0, l ě 3 and r ă lp;
(iii) n “ 2, p “ 0 and either l ě 3, or l “ 2 and r is even;
(iv) n “ 2, p ě 3, l “ 2 and r even with r ă 2p, or r is odd with 2p ` 1 ď r ă 2p2 ` 1.
Theorem 7.2.3. The algebra SAq¯ pn, rq has tame representation type if and only if q¯ is a primitive lth
root of unity and one of the following holds:
(i) n “ 3, l “ 3, p ‰ 2 and r “ 7, 8;
(ii) n “ 3, l “ 2 and r “ 4, 5;
(iii) n “ 4, l “ 2 and r “ 5;
(iv) n “ 2, l ě 3, p “ 2 or p “ 3 and pl ď r ă pp` 1ql;
(v) n “ 2, l “ 2, p “ 3 and r P t6, 19, 21, 23u.
7.3. In this section we summarize some of the fundamental results that are used to classify the
representation type of Schur algebras. The first proposition can be verified by using the existence of
the determinant representation for SAq¯ pn, r1q (cf. [EN01, Proposition 2.4B]).
Proposition 7.3.1. If SAq¯ pn, r1qbS
A
q¯ pn, r2q has wild representation type then S
A
q¯ pn, r1`nqbS
A
q¯ pn, r2q
has wild representation type.
Next we can present a sufficient criteria to show that the tensor product of type A Schur algebras
has wild representation type.
Proposition 7.3.2. Suppose that the Schur algebras SAq¯ pn, r1q and S
A
q¯ pn, r2q are non-semisimple
algebras. Then SAq¯ pn, r1q b S
A
q¯ pn, r2q has wild representation type.
Proof. First note that SAq¯ pn, rq is a quasi hereditary algebra and if S
A
q¯ pn, rq is not semisimple then it
must have a block with at least two simple modules.
Suppose that S1, S2, S3 are three simple modules in S
A
q¯ pn, r1q with Ext
1
SAq¯ pn,r1q
pS1, S2q ‰ 0 and
Ext1
SAq¯ pn,r1q
pS2, S3q ‰ 0. Note that via the existence of the transposed duality,
Ext1
SAq¯ pn,r1q
pSi, Sjq – Ext
1
SAq¯ pn,r1q
pSj , Siq
for i, j “ 1, 2, 3. Similarly, let T1, T2 be two simple modules for S
A
q¯ pn, r2q with Ext
1
SAq¯ pn,r2q
pT1, T2q ‰ 0.
Then the Ext1-quiver for SAq¯ pn, r1qbS
A
q¯ pn, r2q will have a subquiver of the form as in Figure 1 below.
This quiver cannot be separated into a union of Dynkin diagrams or extended Dynkin diagrams.
Consequently, SAq¯ pn, r1q b S
A
q¯ pn, r2q must has wild representation type.
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Figure 1.
The other case to consider is when the blocks of SAq¯ pn, r1q and S
A
q¯ pn, r2q have at most two simple
modules. Let Bj be a block of S
A
q¯ pn, rjq for j “ 1, 2 with two simple modules. There are four simple
modules in B1 b B2 and the structure of the projective modules are the same as regular block for
category O for the Lie algebra of type A1 ˆA1 (cf. [FNP01, 4.2]). The argument in [FNP01, Lemma
4.2] can be use to show that B1 b B2 has wild representation type. 
7.4. The results in [EN01, Theorem 1.3(A)-(C)] entail using a different parameter q¯ than the pa-
rameter q in our paper. The relationship is given by q¯ “ q´2 or equivalently q2 “ pq¯q´1 with
SAq pn, dq – S
A
q¯ pn, dq. This means that
‚ q is generic if and only if q¯ is generic,
‚ q2 is a primitive lth root of unity if and only if q¯ is a primitive lth root of unity;
‚ if q is a primitive 2s-th root of unity if and only if q¯ is a primitive s-th root of unity;
‚ if q is a primitive p2s ` 1q-th root of unity if and only if q¯ is a primitive p2s ` 1q-th root of
unity.
Now let n1 ě n. By Proposition 4.2.1, under suitable conditions on n1 and n, there exists an idem-
potent e P SBQ,qpn
1, dq such that SBQ,qpn, dq – eS
B
Q,qpn
1, dqe. By using the proof in [EN01, Proposition
2.4B], one has the following result.
Proposition 7.4.1. Let n1 ě n with n1 ě n and n1 ” n mod 2.
(a) If SBQ,qpn, dq is not semisimple then S
B
Q,qpn
1, dq is not semisimple.
(b) If SBQ,qpn, dq has wild representation type then S
B
Q,qpn
1, dq has wild representation type.
7.5. Type B Results. Throughout this section, let SBQ,qpn, dq be the q-Schur algebra of Type B
under the condition that the polynomial fBd pQ, qq ‰ 0. Moreover, assume that q
2 ‰ 1 (i.e., q ‰ 1 or
a primitive 2nd root of unity). One can apply the isomorphism in Theorem 3.1.1 to determine the
representation type for SBQ,qpn, dq from the Type A results stated in Section 7.2.
Theorem 7.5.1. The algebra SBQ,qpn, dq is semisimple if and only if one of the following holds:
(i) n “ 1;
(ii) q is not a root of unity;
(iii) q2 is a primitive lth root of unity and d ă l;
(iv) n “ 2 and d arbitrary;
Proof. The semisimplicity of (i)-(iii) follow by using Theorem 3.1.1 with Theorem 7.2.1. The semisim-
plicity of (iv) follows by Theorem 3.1.1 and the fact that SAq p1, dq is always semisimple.
Now assume that q2 is a primitive lth root of unity, d ě l, n ě 3 and l ě 3. Consider the case when
n “ 3. From Theorem 3.1.1,
SBQ,qp3, dq –
dà
i“0
SAq p2, iq b S
A
q p1, d ´ iq. (7.5.1)
If d ě l then SAq p2, lq appears as a summand of S
B
Q,qp3, dq (when i “ d´l). For l ě 3, S
A
q p2, lq » S
A
q¯ p2, lq
is not semisimple. It follows that SBQ,qp3, dq is not semisimple for d ě l. One can repeat the same
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argument for n “ 4 to show that SBQ,qp4, dq is not semisimple for d ě l. Now apply Proposition 7.4.1(a)
to deduce that SBQ,qpn, dq is not semisimple for n ě 3 and d ě l. 
Theorem 7.5.2. The algebra SBQ,qpn, dq has finite representation type but is not semisimple if and
only if q2 is a primitive lth root of unity with l ď d, and one of the following holds:
(i) n ě 5, l ď d ă 2l;
(ii) n “ 3, p “ 0 and l ď d;
(iii) n “ 3, p ě 2 and l ď d ă lp;
(iv) n “ 4, p “ 0, l “ 2 and d ě 4 with d odd.
(v) n “ 4, p ě 3, l “ 2 and 4 ă d ď 2p´ 1 with d odd.
The algebra SBQ,qpn, dq has tame representation type if and only if
(vi) n “ 3, l “ 2, p “ 3 and d “ 6;
(vii) n “ 3, l ě 3, p “ 2 or 3 and lp ď d ă lpp ` 1q;
(viii) n “ 4, l “ 2, p “ 3 and d “ 7.
Proof. We first reduce our analysis to the situation where n “ 3 and 4. Assume that n ě 5 so rn
2
s ě 3
and tn
2
u ě 2. By Theorem 7.2.1, the algebras SAq p2, lq and S
A
q pi, l`jq are not semisimple for i ě 3, j ě 0,
and hence neither are SAq pr
n
2
s, l`jq and SAq pt
n
2
u, lq for n ě 5, j ě 0. Therefore,SAq pr
n
2
s, l`jqbSAq pt
n
2
u, lq
has wild representation type by Proposition 7.3.2. It follows that SBQ,qpn, dq has wild representation
type for d ě 2l, n ě 5. When l ď d ă 2l and n ě 5, one can use Theorem 3.1.1 in conjunction with
Theorem 7.2.2 to prove that SBQ,qpn, dq has finite representation type.
Now consider the case when n “ 3. The isomorphism (7.5.1) indicates that we can reduce our
analysis to considering SAq p2, rq. From this isomorphism and Theorem 7.2.2, one can verify that (i)
when char K “ 0 then SBQ,qp3, dq has finite representation type (but is not semisimple) for l ď d,
(ii) when char K “ p ą 0 then SBQ,qp3, dq has finite representation type (but is not semisimple) for
l ď d ă lp, and (iii) when char K “ p ą 0, SBQ,qp3, dq has infinite representation type for d ě lp.
For n “ 3, one can also see that under conditions (vi) and (vii), SBQ,qp3, dq has tame representation
type. Moreover, one can verify that SBQ,qp3, dq has wild representation type in the various complemen-
tary cases.
Finally let n “ 4. From Proposition 7.3.2, SAq p2, lq b S
A
q p2, lq and S
A
q p2, lq b S
A
q p2, l ` 1q has wild
representation type for l ě 3. Therefore, SBQ,qp4, dq has wild representation type for d ě 2l and l ě 3.
For l “ 2, the same argument can be used to show that SBQ,qp4, dq has wild representation type for
d-even and d ě 4.
This reduces us to analyzing SBQ,qp4, dq when l “ 2 and d ě 4 is odd. By analyzing the components
of SBQ,qp4, dq via the isomorphism in Theorem 3.1.1, one can show that for d odd: (i) S
B
Q,qp4, dq has
finite representation type (not semisimple) for 4 ď d ď 2p ´ 1 and p ě 3, (ii) SBQ,qp4, dq has finite
representation type (not semisimple) for d ě 4 and p “ 0, (iii) SBQ,qp4, dq has wild representation
type for d ě 2p ` 1 for p ě 5, and (iv) SBQ,qp4, dq has wild representation type for d ě 2p ` 3 for
p “ 3. One has then show that SBQ,qp4, 7q for p “ 3, l “ 2 has tame representation type since the
component SAq p2, 6qbS
A
q p2, 1q has tame representation type and the remaining components have finite
representation type.

Note that for the case q¯ “ 1 (i.e., q2 “ 1) one obtains the classical Schur algebra for type A, one can
use the results in [E93] [DN98] [DEMN99] to obtain classification results in this case for SBQ,qpn, dq.
8. Quasi-hereditary covers
In this section we first recall results on 1-faithful quasi-hereditary covers due to Rouquier [Ro08].
Then we demonstrate that our Schur algebra is a 1-faithful quasi-hereditary cover of the type B
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Hecke algebra via Theorem 3.1.1. Hence, it module category identifies the category O for the rational
Cherednik algebra of type B, see Theorem 8.3.3. A comparison of our Schur algebra with Rouquier’s
Schur-type algebra is also provided.
8.1. 1-faithful covers. Let C be a category equivalent to the module category of a finite dimensional
projective K-algebra A, and let ∆ “ t∆pλquλPΛ be a set of objects of C indexed by an interval-finite
poset structure Λ. Following [Ro08], we say that C (or pC,∆q) is a highest weight category if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(H1) EndCp∆pλqq “ K for all λ P Λ;
(H2) If HomCp∆pλq,∆pµqq ‰ 0 then λ ď µ;
(H3) If HomCp∆pλq,Mq “ 0 for all λ P Λ then M “ 0;
(H4) For each ∆pλq P ∆ there is a projective module P pλq P C such that kerpP pλq Ñ ∆pλqq has a
∆-filtration, i.e., finite filtrations whose quotients are isomorphic to objects in ∆.
Let A-mod be the category of finitely generated A-modules. The algebra A is called a quasi-hereditary
cover of B if the conditions below hold:
(C1) A-mod admits a highest weight category structure pA-mod,∆q;
(C2) B “ EndApP q for some projective P P A-mod;
(C3) The restriction of F “ HomApP,´q to the category of finitely generated projective A-modules
is fully faithful.
Quasi-hereditary covers are sometimes called highest weight covers since the notion of highest weight
category corresponds to that of split quasi-hereditary algebras [Ro08, Theorem 4.16]. We also say that
pA,F q is a quasi-hereditary cover of B. Moreover, a category C (or the pair pC, F q) is said to be a
quasi-hereditary cover of B if C » A-mod for some quasi-hereditary cover pA,F q of B.
Following [Ro08], a quasi-hereditary cover A of B is i-faithful if
ExtjApM,Nq » Ext
j
BpFM,FNq for j ď i, (8.1.1)
and for all M,N P A-mod admitting ∆-filtrations. Furthermore, a quasi-hereditary cover pC, F q of B
is said to be i-faithful if the diagram below commutes for some quasi-hereditary cover pA,F 1q of B:
C A-mod
B-mod
F
»
F 1
Rouquier proved in [Ro08, Theorem 4.49] a uniqueness theorem for the 1-faithful quasi-hereditary
covers which we paraphrase below:
Proposition 8.1.1. Let B be a finite projective K-algebra that is split semisimple, and let pCi, Fiq for
i “ 1, 2 be 1-faithful quasi-hereditary covers of B with respect to the partial order ďi on IrrpBq. If ď1
is a refinement of ď2 then there is an equivalence C1 » C2 of quasi-hereditary covers of B inducing the
bijection IrrpC1q » IrrpBq » IrrpC2q.
8.2. Rational Cherednik algebras. Let pW,Sq be a finite Coxeter group, and let AW be the corre-
sponding rational Cherednik algebra over Crhu;u P U s as in [Ro08], where U “
Ů
sPStsu ˆ t1, . . . , esu
and es is the size of the pointwise stabilizer inW of the hyperplane corresponding to s. IfW “W
Bpdq
and S “ ts0, s1u then U “ tpsi, jq | 0 ď i, j ď 1u. In this case we assume that
hps1,0q “ h, hps1,1q “ 0, hps0,iq “ hi for i “ 0, 1. (8.2.1)
Remark 8.2.1. In [EG02] the rational Cherednik algebra Ht,c is defined for a parameter t P C, and
a W -equivariant map c : S Ñ C. The two algebras, AW and Ht,c, coincide if t “ 1, hps,0q “ 0 and
hps,1q “ cpsq for all s P S.
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Let OW be the category of finitely generated AW -modules that are locally nilpotent for SpV q. It is
proved in [GGOR03] that pOW ,∆W q is a highest weight category of HpW q-mod
∆W “ t∆pEq :“ AW bSpV q¸W E | E P IrrpW qu,
See [Ro08, 3.2.1–3] for the partial order ď on IrrpW q. Let Λ`2 pdq be the poset of all bipartitions of d
on which the dominance order unlhd is given by λ unlhd µ if, for all s ě 0,
sÿ
j“1
|λ
p1q
j | ď
sÿ
j“1
|µ
p1q
j |, |λ
p1q| `
sÿ
j“1
|λ
prq
j | ď |µ
p1q| `
sÿ
j“1
|µ
prq
j |. (8.2.2)
For λ P Λ`2 pdq, set
WBλ pdq “ C
d
2 ¸ pΣλp1q ˆ Σλp2qq, (8.2.3)
Set
Iλp1q “ t1, . . . , |λ
p1q|u, Iλp2q “ t|λ
p1q| ` 1, . . . , du. (8.2.4)
Following [Ro08, 6.1.1], there is a bijection
Λ`2 pdq Ñ IrrpW
Bpdqq, λ “ pλp1q, λp2qq ÞÑ χλ “ Ind
WBpdq
WB
λ
pdq
pχλp1q b φ
p2qχλp2qq, (8.2.5)
where χλ is the irreducible character of W
Bpdq corresponding to λ, and φp2q is the 1-dimensional
character of C
Iλp2q
2 ¸ ΣIλp2q whose restriction to C
Iλp2q
2 is det and the restriction to ΣIλp2q is trivial.
Rouquier showed that the order ď is a refinement of the dominance order unlhd under an assumption
on the parameters h, hi’s for the rational Cherednik algebra as follows:
Lemma 8.2.2. [Ro08, Proposition 6.4] Assume that W “WBpdq, h ď 0 and h1 ´ h0 ě p1´ dqh (see
(8.2.1)). Let λ, µ P Λ`2 pdq. If λ unlhd µ, then χλ ď χµ on IrrpW q.
Remark 8.2.3. The assumption in Lemma 8.2.2 on the parameters is equivalent to cps0q “ h1 ě 0
using Etingof-Ginzburg’s convention.
Let KZW be the KZ functor OW Ñ HpW q-mod. We paraphrase [Ro08, Theorem 5.3] in our setting
as below:
Proposition 8.2.4. If W “ WBpdq and HpW q “ HBQ,qpdq, then pOW ,KZW q is a quasi-hereditary
cover of HpW q-mod. Moreover, the cover is 1-faithful if pq2 ` 1qpQ2 ` 1q ‰ 0.
It is shown in [Ro08] that under suitable assumptions, OWBpdq is equivalent to the module category
of a Schur-type algebra SRpdq which does not depend on n using the uniqueness property Proposi-
tion 8.1.1. Below we give an interpretation in our setting.
Let Λ2pdq be the set of all bicompositions of d. In [DJM98b] a cyclotomic Schur algebra over
Qpq,Q,Q1, Q2q for each saturated subset Λ Ă Λ2pdq, which specializes to cyclotomic Schur algebras
SQpΛq over K is defined (see Section 9.2). Moreover, in [Ro08] an algebra SQpΛq is defined that is
Morita equivalent to SQpΛq as given below:
SRpdq :“ End
HB
Q,q
pdqpPdq, Pd :“
à
λPΛ`
2
pdq
mλH
B
Q,qpdq. (8.2.6)
where mλ is defined in (9.2.11). Note that S
Rpdq does not depend on n. Set
FRd “ HomSRpdqpPd,´q : S
Rpdq-modÑ HBQ,qpdq-mod. (8.2.7)
Proposition 8.2.5. [Ro08, Theorem 6.6]
(a) The category ModpSRpdqq is a highest weight category for the dominance order;
(b) pSRpdq, FRd q is a quasi-hereditary cover of H
B
Q,qpdq;
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(c) The cover pSRpdq, FRd q is 1-faithful if
pq2 ` 1qpQ2 ` 1q ‰ 0, and fBQ,qpdq ¨
dź
i“1
p1` q2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` q2pi´1qq ‰ 0. (8.2.8)
The category O for the type B rational Cherednik algebra together with its KZ functor can then
be identified by combining Propositions 8.1.1, 8.2.4 and 8.2.5. In other words, the following diagram
commutes if (8.2.8) holds:
OWBpdq S
Rpdq-mod
HBQ,qpdq-mod
KZ
WBpdq
»
FR
d
8.3. 1-faithfulness of SBQ,qpn, dq-mod. Let ℓ be the multiplicative order of q
2 in Kˆ. In this section
we use the following assumptions:
fBd pQ, qq “
d´1ź
i“1´d
pQ´2 ` q2iq P Kˆ, r :“ tn
2
u ě d, ℓ ě 4. (8.3.1)
As a consequence, there exists a type B Schur functor by Proposition 4.1.1. For type A, it is known
in [HN04] that the q-Schur algebra is a 1-faithful quasi-hereditary cover of the type A Hecke algebra
if ℓ ě 4. Moreover, Theorem 3.1.1 applies and hence we will see shortly that SBQ,qpn, dq is a 1-faithful
quasi-hereditary cover of HBQ,qpdq. Furthermore, Proposition 8.1.1 implies that we have a concrete
realization for the category O for the type B rational Cherednik algebra together with its KZ functor
using our Schur algebra.
Corollary 8.3.1. If fBd P K
ˆ, then SBQ,qpn, dq-mod is a highest weight category.
Proof. It follows immediately from the isomorphism with the direct sum of type A q-Schur algebras
that SBQ,qpn, dq-mod is a highest weight category. 
In below we characterize a partial order for highest weight category SBQ,qpn, dq-mod obtained via
Corollary 8.3.1 and the dominance order for type A. Denote the set of all N -step partitions of D by
ΛApN,Dq. Set
∆AN,D “ t∆
Apλq | λ P ΛApN,Dqu. (8.3.2)
Now ∆AN,D is a poset with respect to the dominance order unlhd on Λ
ApN,Dq. It is well known that for
all non-negative integers N and D, pSAq pN,Dq-mod,∆
A
N,Dq is a highest weight category.
Recall FS from (4.1.11) and Λ
Bpn, dq from (5.2.1). Set
∆Bn,d “ t∆
Bpλq :“ F´1p∆Apλp1qq b∆Apλp2qqq | λ “ pλp1q, λp2qq P ΛBpn, dqu. (8.3.3)
Now ∆Bn,d is a poset with respect to the dominance order (also denoted by unlhd) on Λ
Bpn, dq Ă Λ`2 pdq.
Hence, pSBq pn, dq-mod,unlhdq is a highest weight category.
Lemma 8.3.2. Assume that SBQ,qpn, dq is a quasi-hereditary cover of H
B
Q,qpdq. If (8.3.1) holds, then
the cover is 1-faithful.
Proof. Write A “ SBQ,qpn, dq, B “ H
B
Q,qpdq, S
1 “ SAq pr
n
2
s, iq, S2 “ SAq pt
n
2
u, d ´ iq for short. We need to
show that, for all M,N admitting ∆B-filtrations,
ExtiApM,Nq » Ext
i
eAepF
B
n,dM,F
B
n,dNq, i ď 1.
Recall FS from (4.1.11). Write FSM “
À
iM
1
i bM
2
i and FSN “
À
iN
1
i b N
2
i for some M
1
i , N
1
i P
ModpS1q and M2i , N
2
i P ModpS
2q. From construction we see that all M 1i ,M
2
i , N
1
i , N
2
i admit ∆
A-
filtrations since M,N have ∆B-filtrations.
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For tn
2
u ě d ě i ě 0, we abbreviate the type A Schur functors (see (4.1.1)) by F 1 “ FA
r
n
2
s,i
, F 2 “
FA
t
n
2
u,d´i
. Since the type A q-Schur algebras are 1-faithful provided ℓ ě 4, for j ď 1 we have
ExtjS1pM
1
i , N
1
iq » Ext
j
HqpΣi`1q
pF 1M 1i , F
1N 1iq,
ExtjS2pM
2
i , N
2
i q » Ext
j
HqpΣd´i`1q
pF 2M2i , F
2N2i q.
(8.3.4)
We show first it is 0-faithful. We have
HomApM,Nq » HomÀd
i“0 S
1bS2
´
FSM,FSN
¯
»
dà
i“0
HomS1pM
1
i , N
1
iq bHomS2pM
2
i , N
2
i q
»
dà
i“0
HomHqpΣi`1qpF
1M 1i , F
1N 1iq bHomHqpΣd´i`1qpF
2M2i , F
2N2i q
»
dà
i“0
HomHqpΣi`1qbHqpΣd´i`1q
´
F 1M 1i b F
1M2i , F
2N 1i b F
2N2i
¯
»
dà
i“0
HomHqpΣi`1qbHqpΣd´i`1qpFHF
5
n,dM,FHF
5
n,dNq
» HomBpF
5
n,dM,F
5
n,dNq.
(8.3.5)
Note that the second last isomorphism follows from Proposition 4.1.2. For 1-faithfulness, we have
Ext1ApM,Nq »
dà
i“0
`
pExt1S1pM
1
i , N
1
iq bHomS2pM
2
i , N
2
i qq
‘ pHomS1pM
1
i , N
1
iq b Ext
1
S2pM
2
i , N
2
i qq
˘
»
dà
i“0
`
pExt1
HqpΣi`1q
pF 1M 1i , F
1N 1iq bHomHqpΣd´i`1qpF
2M2i , F
2N2i qq
‘ pHomHqpΣi`1qpF
1M 1i , F
1N 1iq b Ext
1
HqpΣd´i`1q
pF 2M2i , F
2N2i qq
»
dà
i“0
Ext1
HqpΣi`1qbHqpΣd´i`1q
pFHF
5
n,dM,FHF
5
n,dNq
» Ext1BpF
5
n,dM,F
5
n,dNq.
(8.3.6)

Theorem 8.3.3. Assume that W “WBpdq, h ď 0, h1´h0 ě p1´dqh (see (8.2.1)) and pq
2`1qpQ2`
1q P Kˆ. If (8.3.1) holds, then there is an equivalence OW » S
B
Q,qpn, dq-mod of quasi-hereditary
covers. In other words, the following diagram commutes:
OW S
B
Q,qpn, dq-mod
HBQ,qpdq-mod
KZW
»
F 5
n,d
Proof. The theorem follows by combining Propositions 8.1.1, 8.2.4 and Lemmas 8.2.2, 8.3.2. 
Remark 8.3.4. The uniqueness theorem for 1-faithful quasi-hereditary covers also applies on our
Schur algberas and Rouquier’s Schur-type algebras. That is, the following diagram commutes provided
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(8.2.8) and (8.3.1) hold:
SRpdq-mod SBQ,qpn, dq-mod
HBQ,qpdq-mod
FR
d
»
F 5
n,d
9. Variants of q-Schur algebras of type B/C
It is interesting that the type A q-Schur algebra admits quite a few distinct generalizations in type
B/C in literature. This is due to that the type A q-Schur algebra can be realized differently due to
the following realizations of the tensor space pKnqbd: (1) A combinatorial realization as a quantized
permutation module (cf. [DJ89]); (2) A geometric realization as the convolution algebra on GLn-
invariant pairs consisting of a n-step partial flag and a complete flag over finite field (cf. [BLM90]).
In the following sections we provide a list of q-Schur duality/algebras of type B/C in literature,
paraphrased so that they are all over K, and with only one parameter q. These algebras are all of the
form EndHBq pdqpV
bdq for some tensor space that may have a realization V bd »
À
λPI M
λ via induced
modules. Considering the specialization at q “ 1, we have
Mλ
ˇˇˇ
q“1
“ ind
WBpdq
Hλ
U, Hλ ďW
Bpdq is a subgroup, U is usually the trivial module.
We summarize the properties of the q-Schur algebras in the following table:
Coideal q-Schur Algebra Cyclotomic Schur Algebra Sakamoto-Shoji Algebra
SBq pn, dq SqpΛq S
B
q pa, b, dq
Index set I compositions bicompositions unclear
λ “ pλiqiPIpnq λ “ pλ
p1q, λp2qq
with constraints on λi
Subgroup Hλ W
Bpλ0q ˆ Σpλ1,...λrq pC
|λp1q|
2 ˆ C
|λp2q|
2 q ¸ Σλ unknown
Module U trivial nontrivial
Schur duality pUBq pnq,H
B
q pdqq partial pUqpgla ˆ glbq,H
B
q pdqq
Cellularity new [LNX] known [DJM98b] unknown
Quasi-heredity new [LNX] known [DJM98b] unknown
Schur functor new [LNX] known [JM00] unknown
1-faithful cover new [LNX] unknown unknown
For completeness a more involved q-Schur algebra (referred as the q-Schur2 algebras) of type B is
studied in [DS00]. We also distinguish the coideal q-Schur algebras from the slim cyclotomic Schur
algebras constructed in [DDY18].
9.1. The coideal Schur algebra SBq pn, dq. This is the main object in this paper which we have been
calling the q-Schur algebra of type B. To distinguish it from the other variants we call them for now
the coideal Schur algebras since they are homomorphic images of coideal subalgebras.
For the equal-parameter case, a geometric Schur duality is established between HBq pdq and the
coideal subalgebra UBq pnq as below (cf. [BKLW18]):
UBq pnq
Ó
SBq pn, dq ñ T
B
geopn, dq » pK
nqbd » TBalgpn, dq ð H
B
q pdq
Note that a construction using type C flags is also available, and it produces isomorphic Schur algebras
and hence coideals. A combinatorial realization TBalgpn, dq as a quantized permutation module is also
available along the line of Dipper-James.
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For the case with two parameters, the algebra SBQ,qpn, dq, when n is even, was first introduced
by Green and it is called the hyperoctahedral q-Schur algebra [Gr97]. A two-parameter upgrade for
the picture above is partially available – a Schur duality is obtained in [BWW18] between the two-
parameter Hecke algebra HBQ,qpdq and the two-parameter coideal U
B
n over the tensor space QpQ, qq;
a two-parameter upgrade for TBalgpn, dq is studied in [LL18] – while a two-parameter upgrade for
TBgeopn, dq remains unknown since dimension counting over finite fields does not generalize to two
parameters naively.
To our knowledge, this is the only q-Schur algebras for the Hecke algebras of type B that admit a co-
ordinate algebra type construction and a notion of the Schur functors with the existence of appropriate
idempotents.
9.2. Cyclotomic Schur algebras. The readers will be reminded shortly that the cyclotomic Hecke
algebra Hpr, 1, dq of type Gpr, 1, dq is isomorphic to HBq pdq at certain specialization when r “ 2. For
each saturated subset Λ of the set of all bicompositions, Dipper-James-Mathas (cf. [DJM98b]) define
the cyclotomic Schur algebra SpΛq:
SqpΛq “ EndHBq pdqT pΛq,
where T pΛq is a quantized permutation module that has no known identification with a tensor space.
This generalizes the pQ, qq-Schur algebras introduced in [DJM98a], which is the special case when Λ
is the set of all bicompositions and r “ 2.
While a cellular structure (and hence a quasi-heredity) is obtained for SqpΛq, it is unclear if it has
an analogue of full Schur duality.
We also remark that there is no known identification of TBalgpn, dq with a T pΛq for some Λ.
Let R “ Qpq,Q,Q1, Q2q. The cyclotomic Hecke algebra (or Ariki-Koike algebra) H “ Hp2, 1, dq is
the R-algebra generated by T∆0 , . . . , T
∆
d´1 subject to the relations below, for 1 ď i ď d ´ 1, 0 ď j ă
k ´ 1 ď d´ 2:
pT∆0 ´Q1qpT
∆
0 ´Q2q “ 0, pT
∆
i ` 1qpT
∆
0 ´ q∆q “ 0, (9.2.1)
pT∆0 T
∆
1 q
2 “ pT∆1 T
∆
0 q
2, T∆i T
∆
i`1T
∆
i “ T
∆
i`1T
∆
i T
∆
i`1, T
∆
k T
∆
j “ T
∆
j T
∆
k . (9.2.2)
Next we rewrite the setup in . loc. cit. using the following identifications:
q∆ Ø q
´2, T∆i Ø q
´1Ti. (9.2.3)
Under the identification, the Jucy-Murphy elements are, for m ě 1,
Lm “ pq∆q
1´mT∆m´1 . . . T
∆
0 . . . T
∆
m´1
“ pqT∆m´1q . . . pqT
∆
0 q . . . pqT
∆
m´1q
“ Tm´1 . . . T0 . . . Tm´1.
(9.2.4)
Then the cyclotomic relation is
pq´1T0 ´Q1qpq
´1T0 ´Q2q “ 0, or pT0 ´ qQ1qpT0 ´ qQ2q “ 0. (9.2.5)
This is equivalent to our Hecke relation at the specialization below:
Q1 “ ´q
´1Q, Q2 “ q
´1Q´1. (9.2.6)
In summary we have the following isomorphism of K-algebras.
Proposition 9.2.1. The type B Hecke algebra HBQ,qpdq is isomorphic to the cyclotomic Hecke algebra
Hp2, 1, dq at the specialization Q1 “ ´q
´1Q,Q2 “ q
´1Q´1.
For a composition λ “ pλ1, . . . , λℓq P N
ℓ of ℓ parts write
|λ| “ λ1 ` . . . ` λℓ, and ℓpλq “ ℓ. (9.2.7)
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A bicomposition of d is a pair λ “ pλp1q, λp2qq of compositions such that |λp1q| ` |λp2q| “ d. We denote
the set of bicompositions of d by Λ2 “ Λ2pdq. A bicomposition λ is a bipartition if λ
p1q, λp2q are both
partitions. The set of bipartitions of d is denoted by Λ`2 “ Λ
`
2 pdq.
Following [DJM98b], the cyclotomic Schur algebras can be defined for any saturated subset Λ of
the set Λ2pdq of all bicompositions of d. That is, any subset Λ of Λ2 satisfying the condition below:
If µ P Λ, ν P Λ`2 pdq and ν Ź µ, then ν P Λ. (9.2.8)
For each Λ we define a cyclotomic Schur algebra SpΛq “ EndH p
À
λPΛmλHq , where
mλ “ u
`
ℓpλp1qq
xλ, u
`
ℓpλp1qq
“
ℓpλp1qqź
m“1
pLm ´Q2q, xλ “
ÿ
wPΣλ
Tw, (9.2.9)
and Σλ “ Σ
p1q
λ ˆ Σ
p2q
λ is the Young subgroup of Σd. The specialization SQpΛq of SpΛq at Q1 “
´q´1Q,Q2 “ q
´1Q´1 is then given by
SQpΛq “ EndHB
Q,q
˜à
λPΛ
mλH
B
Q,q
¸
, (9.2.10)
where
mλ “ pL1 ´ q
´1Q´1q . . . pLℓpλp1qq ´ q
´1Q´1qxλ. (9.2.11)
Let T0pλ, µq be the set of semi-standard λ-tableaux of type µ, that is, any T “ pT
p1q, T p2qq P T0pλ, µq
satisfies the conditions below:
(S0) T is a λ-tableau whose entries are ordered pairs pi, kq, and the number of pi, jq’s appearing is
equal to µ
pkq
i ;
(S1) entries in each row of each component T pkq are non-decreasing;
(S2) entries in each column of each component T pkq are strictly increasing;
(S3) entries in T p2q must be of the form pi, 2q.
We note that the dimension of the cyclotomic Schur algebra Λ is given by
dimSQpΛq “
ÿ
λPΛ`
2
pdq
µ,νPΛ
|T0pλ, µq| ¨ |T0pλ, νq|. (9.2.12)
It is then define a “tensor space” TQpΛq “
À
λPΛmλH
B
Q,q which has an obvious SqpΛq-H
B
q pdq-bimodule
structure.
Example 9.2.2. Let
Λa,b “ Λa,bpdq “ tλ “ pλ
p1q, λp2qq P Λ2pdq | ℓpλ
p1qq ď a, ℓpλp2qq ď bu. (9.2.13)
Recall that the dominance partial order in Λ`2 p1q is given by µ2 “ p ,∅q  µ1 “ p∅, q, and hence
Λ0,1p1q,Λ1,1p1q are saturated, while Λ1,0p1q is not. The cardinality of |T0pµ‚, µ‚q| is given as below:
|T0pµ1, µ1q| “ 1 “ |T0pµ2, µ1q| “ |T0pµ2, µ2q|, |T0pµ1, µ2q| “ 0.
Note that T0pµ1, µ2q is empty since the only µ2-tableau of type µ1 is p∅, 1 2 q, which violates (S3).
Hence, the dimensions of these cyclotomic Schur algebras are
SqpΛ0,1p1qq “ 1, SqpΛ0,1p1qq “ 3.
For d “ 2, the dominance order in Λ`2 p2q is given by
λ5 “ p ,∅q λ4 “
´
,∅
¯
 λ3 “ p , q λ2 “ p∅, q λ1 “
´
∅,
¯
.
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The sets Λ0,2p2q,Λ1,2p2q, and Λ2,2p2q are saturated. The cardinality of |T0pλ‚, λ‚q| is given in the
following table
type\shape λ5 λ4 λ3 λ2 λ1
λ5 1 0 0 0 0
λ4 1 1 0 0 0
λ3 1 1 1 0 0
λ2 1 0 1 1 0
λ1 1 1 2 1 1
Hence, the dimensions are
dimSqpΛ0,2p2qq “ 3, dimSqpΛ1,2p2qq “ 7, dimSqpΛ2,2p2qq “ 15.
Recall that dimSBq p2, dq “ d` 1 for all d, hence the algebras S
B
q and SqpΛq small ranks do not match
in an obvious way.
9.3. Sakamoto-Shoji Algebras. The cyclotomic Hecke algebra Hpr, 1, dq does admit a Schur-type
duality (cf. [SS99]) with the algebra Uqpgln1ˆ . . .ˆglnrq where n1` . . .`nr “ n. Hence, it specializes
to the following double centralizer properties, for a` b “ n:
Uqpgla ˆ glbq
Ó
SBq pa, b, dq ñ T pa, b, dq “ pK
nqbd ð HBq pdq
We will see in (9.3.4) that T0 acts as a scalar multiple on T pa, b, dq, which is different from our
T0-action (2.3.2). Consquently, the duality is different from the geometric one. We could not locate
an identification between SBq pa, b, dq and SqpΛq for some Λ in the literature.
Now we set up the compatible version of the cyclotomic Schur duality introduced in [SS99]. Let
R1 “ QpQ, q1, u1, u2q, and let Hd,2 be the the R
1-algebra generated by a1, . . . , ad subject to the relations
below, for 2 ď i ď d, 1 ď j ă k ´ 1 ď d´ 1:
pa1 ´ u1qpa1 ´ u2q “ 0, pai ´ q
1qpai ` pq
1q´1q “ 0, (9.3.1)
pa1a2q
2 “ pa2a1q
2, aiai`1ai “ ai`1aiai`1, akaj “ ajak. (9.3.2)
With the identifications below one has the following result.
ai Ø Ti´1, q
1 Ø q´1 (9.3.3)
Proposition 9.3.1. The type B Hecke algebra HBQ,qpdq is isomorphic to the algebra Hd,2 at the spe-
cialization u1 “ ´Q,u2 “ Q
´1.
Let TQpa, b, dq “ V
bd
a,b where Va,b “ K
a‘Kb is the natural representation of Uqpglaˆglbq with bases
tv
p1q
1 , . . . , v
p1q
a u of Ka and tv
p2q
1 , . . . , v
p2q
b u of K
b. The tensor space TQpa, b, dq admits an obvious action
of the type A Hecke algebra generated by T1, . . . , Td´1. The T0-action on T pa, b, dq is more subtle as
defined by
T0 “ T
´1
1 ˝ . . . ˝ T
´1
d´1 ˝ Sd´1 ˝ . . . ˝ S1 ˝̟ P EndpT pa, b, dqq, (9.3.4)
where ̟ is given by
̟px1 b . . .b xdq “
#
´Qx1 b . . .b xd if x1 “ v
p1q
i for some i;
Q´1x1 b . . .b xd if x1 “ v
p2q
i for some i,
(9.3.5)
and that Si is given by
Sipx1 b . . .b xdq “
#
Tipx1 b . . .b xdq if xi, xi`1 both lies in K
a or Kb;
. . . xi´1 b xi`1 b xi b xi`2 b . . . otherwise.
(9.3.6)
Define
SBQ,qpa, b, dq “ EndHB
Q,q
pdq pTQpa, b, dqq . (9.3.7)
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It is proved in [SS99] that there is a Schur duality as below:
Uqpgla ˆ glbq
Ó
SBq pa, b, dq ñ T pa, b, dq ð H
B
q pdq
In [A99, Theorem 3.2] it is also proved an isomorphism theorem under a separation condition on
u1, u2 and q. Note that the separation condition is equivalent to our invertibility condition at the
specialization u1 “ ´Q,u2 “ Q
´1.
Proposition 9.3.2. If fBd pQ, qq is invertible in the field K, then we have an isomorphism of K-
algebras:
SBQ,qpr
n
2
s, tn
2
u, dq Ñ
dà
i“0
SAq prn{2s, iq b S
A
q ptn{2u, d ´ iq. (9.3.8)
As a consequence, SBQ,qpr
n
2
s, tn
2
u, dq is isomorphic to the coideal q-Schur algebra SBQ,qpn, dq under the
invertibility condition.
In the example below we show that the two algebras do not coincide when the invertibility condition
fails.
Example 9.3.3. Let a “ b “ 1, d “ 2. Then TQp1, 1, 2q has a basis tv :“ v
p1q
1 , w :“ v
p2q
1 u. The
T0-action is given by
pv b vqT0 “ ´Qv b v,
pv b wqT0 “ ´Qv b w,
pw b vqT0 “ Q
´1pw b v ` pq´1 ´ qqv b wq,
pw b wqT0 “ Q
´1w b w.
Note that this is essentially different from the T0-action for the coideal Schur algebra given in (2.3.2).
Following [A99, §2, Example], the dimension of SBQ,qp1, 1, 2q is either 3,4 or 5. Note that 10 is
excluded since at our specialization u1 “ ´Q,u2 “ Q
´1 it is not possible that u1 “ u2 “ 0. In
contrast, SBQ,qp2, dq is always of dimension 3.
9.4. Slim cyclotomic Schur Algebras. The slim cyclotomic Schur algebra Spu1,...,urqpn, dq intro-
duced in [DDY18] is another attempt to establish a Schur duality for the cyclotomic Hecke algebra
Hpr, 1, dq. When r “ 2, the algebra Spu1,u2qpn, dq has the same dimension as the coideal q-Schur algebra
SBQ,qp2n, dq; while there is no counterparts for the algebra S
B
Q,qp2n ` 1, dq.
It is conjectured in [DDY18] that there is a weak Schur duality between the cyclotomic Hecke
algebras and certain Hopf subalgebras Uqppslnqptq of Uqppglnq for an integer t to be determined. In our
setting it can be phrased as follows:
Uqppglnq Ľ Uqppslnqptq
Ó
S
pA
q pn, dq Ñ Spq,qqpn, dq ñ Ω
bd ð HBq pdq
Here Spq,qqpn, dq “ EndHBq pdqpTpq,qqpn, dqq is the centralizer algebra of the H
B
q pdq-action on a finite
dimensional q-permutation module Tpq,qqpn, dq, while Ω is the (infinite-dimensional) natural represen-
tation of Uqppglnq.
We remark that it is called a weak duality in the sense that there are epimorphisms Uqppslnqptq ։
Spq,qqpn, dq and H
B
q pdq։ EndSpq,qqpn,dqpΩ
bdq; while it is not a genuine double centralizer property.
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